
KING COUNTY 1200 Kiug County Courthouse

516 Third Avenue

Seattle, WA 98104

Signature Report

December 17,2013

Motion 14027

Proposed No. 2013-0399.1 Sponsors Lambeft

1 A MOTION accepting a report of a nationally recognized

2 jail operations consultant to evaluate consultant reports,

3 proviso responses, audits and department planning efforls

4 related to the operations of the county's adult detention

5 facilities conducted in the last ten years as required by the

6 2013 Budget Ordinance, Ordinance 17476, Section 48,

7 Proviso P2, as amended.

8 WHEREAS, the King County council in the 2013 Budget Ordinance, Ordinance

9 17476, Section 48, Proviso P2, as amended by Ordinance 17619, Section 20, Proviso P2,

10 required the approval by motion of a report where the department of adult and juvenile

II detention engaged the services of a nationally recognize jail operations consultant, the

12 CNA Corporation, and

13 V/HEREAS, the consultants were asked to evaluate past consultant reports,

14 proviso responses, audits and department planning efforts related to the operations of the

15 county's adult detention facilities conducted in the last ten years, and

L6 V/HEREAS, the report:

17 1. Evaluates the recommendations in past documents;

1.



Mot on 14027

18 2. Determines which have been completed, which are not viable, which would

19 be beneficial operationally or financially to implement and which require further study;

20 and

21. 3. Provides for those recommendations that would be beneficial to implement

22 an implementation strategy and a timeline that takes into account ongoing planning

23 efforts, and

24 WHEREAS, the executive has transmitted to the council with this motion the

25 report called for in the proviso;

26 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT MOVED by the Council of King County:

27 The report demonstrating the department of adult and juvenile detention's
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29

30

Motion 14027

response as identihed in Ordinance |J476, Section 48, Proviso P2, as amended, which is

Attachment A to this motion, is hereby accepted,

Motion 14027 was introduced on and passed by the Metropolitan King County
Council on 1211612013, by the following vote:

Yes: 8 - Mr. Phillips, Mr. von Reichbauer, Mr, Gossett, Ms. Patterson,
Ms. Lambert, Mr. Dunn, Mr. McDermott and Mr. Dembowski
No: 0

Excused:1-Ms.Hague

KING COTINTY COUNCIL
KING COTINTY, WASHINGTON

Gossett, Chair
ATTEST:

Anne Noris, Clerk of the Council

Attachments: A. Optimal Operation of King County Jails Report
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Executive Summary

The King County Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention
(DAJD) has undergone a series of external reviews, audits, and provi-

so-directed studies of its operatious over the last ten years. These re-

ports have generated 68 specific recommendations addressing

virtually all aspects of DA,|D operations. Given the number and scope

of these reports, the DAJD has commissioned this study to assess the

status of these recommendations, place them in context with national

best practices, and identilz those that have the greatest potential for
achieving operational and effrciency improvements, given the current
environment facing the department.

CNA's review indicates that of these 68 recommendations, 32 have

been implemented and are either reflected in current DAJD opera-

tions or were implemented in response to specific conditions that no

longer exist and are therefore moot. The table at the end of this Ex-

ecutive Summary lists these implemented recommendations. We have

consolidated duplicate recommendations from different reports into

21 distinct proposals that either are or have been implemented over

the last ten years. No further action is required on these recommen-

dations.

Our anaþis also identifies 22 recommendations that either have not
been implemented or are under current review, and 14 recommen-

dations that either have been partially implemented or are ongoing

in nature. We have conducted further analysis on these recommenda-

tions and have categorized them according to the following criteria:

r Categor/ A: Recommendations that should be implemented

and that will result in significant performance improvemerÌts

and/ or operational effìciencies.

¡ Category B: Recommendations that merit consideration, but
that have a low probability of immediate impact upon DAJD.

o CategoV C: Recommendations that should be rejected because

they are not viable or will have a negative impact upon DAJD.
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The following tables summarize CNA's assessment of pending rec-

ommendations and assign each to one of the categories listed above.

Again, where necessary we have consolidated duplicate recommenda-

tions for presentation purposes.

Table'l A: Recommendations that should be i

Reduce KCCF floor control staffing on 3rd
shift.

Reduces staffing by 7 FTE's

Prepare cost estimates for capital initiatives. Analysis of rehab/replacement
costs for KCCF.

Partner with cities in King County to ensure
adequate and affordable regional jail capaci-
ty, with shared risks and a fair sharing of
costs.

Partial ly i mplemented; addresses
need to coordinate use of regional
jail capacity.

Develop an emergency response team at
each facility.

Significant deficiency in current
DAJD operations.

I nstal I self-contai ned breath i ng apparatuses
(SCBAs) in sets of two at both facilities.

Significant deficiency in current
DAJD operations.

All policies reviewed and revised annually. Can be implemented with an ex-
panded rollcall.

Develop and provide a minimum of 24
hours of viable annual training for all custo-
dy staff.

Significant deficiency in current
DAJD operations.

Develop annual evaluations of all staff Significant deficiency in current
DAJD operations.

Acquire a fully integrated jail management
system.

Will replace an obsolete system
and create opportunities for pro-
cess/adm i n efficiencies.

The recommendation on I(CCF 3'd shift staffing will provide
immediate savings upon full implementation. The recommendations
on policy briefings, emergerìcy response teams, and SCBA equipment
will require approximately $300 thousand in additional resources.

The recommendations on training and the jail management system

are both critical, but are multi-million dollar issues, and will
realistically require further study to develop an implementation
strategy.
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Table 2 B: Recommendations that merit consideration

Examine alternative staffing at KCCF & This is done on an ongoing basis. Fur-

MRJC. ther review may identify incremental

forecasts to an independent entity. a regional approach to forecasting and

iai I capacity management,

Partner with cities in King County to
ensure adequate and affordable re-
gional jail capacity, with shared risks

and a fair sharing of costs.

Partially implemented; this may have
benefit in the context of a regional ap-
proach to forecasting and jail capacity
management.

lncrease the frequency of safety checks
in ITR and use technology to docu-
ment.

Frequency has been increased. The
technology to document checks is in-
expensive.

Explore inter-agency process improve-
ments in court detail transpofts.

Proceed with Line of Business analysis
to develop process improvements.

Renegotiate labor agreements to
change provisions which increase op-
erational costs.

A significant cost that needs to be ad-
dressed through the collective bargain-
rng process.

Establish a full video court program Discussions are ongoi ng.

The above recommendations all have limited potential for opera-

tional improvements or efficiencies; oç have a low probability of im-
mediate success.

Table 3. C: Recommendations that should be re ected

Use the West Wing for Work Release. Limited operational benefit, not cost-
effective.

Build up to four new housing units at Not necessary
MRJC when needed in the future.

Needs to be addressed through the
col lective bargai ning process.

Lower or eliminate the use of comp
time.

Re-evaluate use of MRJC and/or close
MRJC.

Negative operational impact that out-
weighs potential savings.

Raise capacity limits. Not necessary

Consolidate booking Negative operational impact that out-
weighs potential savings.

Contract food services Negative operational impact that out-
weighs potential savings.

lmplement cook-chill food service. Not cost-effective
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The recommendations listed above are either unrealistic, inapplica-

ble to the current policy environment, or would have a negative im-

pact uporl core DAJD operations.

Table 4. lm lemented recom mendations

Develop staffing models for DAJD fa-
cilities.

DAJD has a state-of-the-art staffing
needs model.

Review relief staffing when double-
celling MRJC.

lmplemented, not necessary at this
time.

Review alternative staffing when dou- Implemented, not necessary at this
ble-celling MRJC. time.

Change method for adding activity
officers at MRJC.

lmplemented

Consider using non-detention staff to
perform clerical tasks associated with
the booking process.

lncrease double bunking at MRJC. lmplemented, not necessary at this
time.

Modify use of KCCF West Wing 1st
Floor.

lmplemented

Close housing units during population lmplemented
dec I i ne.

Develop a realistic population forecast. The current model is continually being
updated, Evaluation of alternative
models could lead to improved relia-
bility.

Report on reliability of population

lî::". 
and variance in contract reve-

lmplemented.

Conduct a peer review of model op-
erations and capacity management
practi ces.

lmplemented.

Remodel lTR. lmplemented.

Retain booking at the MRJC but reduce lmplemented.
hours of operation.

Assess ITR lmplemented.

Streaml i ne ITR processes. lmplemented.

Review classification lmplemented.

lmplement Lean for psych services lmplemented.

Develop a financial plan and/or ap-
proach for setting fees for contracts
with cities.

lmplemented.

lnstall cameras in ITR and sally port. lmplemented.

Currently in RFP process for vendor
selection.

Reviewed, current assignment of cor-
rectional officers is appropriate.

4
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Recommelrclatiorr Comrnents

Table 4. lm nted recommendations

Develop a business plan to identify
sav r ngs.

lmplementing the LOB approach to
financial management.

These recommendations have either all been implemented or are in
an ongoing process of implementation.
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Section't : lntroduction
On June 28, 2013, the King County Department of Adult and Juve-
nile Detention (DAJD) entered into a contract with CNA, a not-for-

profit research firm specializing in the anaþis ofjustice system and

homeland securiry issues, to evaluate previous consultant reports,

DA}D budget proviso responses, audits, and department planning eÊ

forts related to the operations of the county's adult detention facili-

ties.

These reports, all developed over the last ten years, resulted in over

60 specific recommendations directed at improving the operational

efficiency of the DAJD. However, during the period in which these

recommendations were developed, a number of the policy assump-

tions and specific issues facing the jail system experienced significant

change. The purpose of this project is to revisit all of the external

analyses developed over the last ten years in order to identi$, those

recommendations that remain viable. In addition, CNA's review eval-

uates the potential utility of viable recommendations, particularly in
the context of the best operational practices found in correctional fa-

cilities throughout the United States. We also prioritize those rec-

ommendations that will have the greates[ positive impact on the King
County correctional system and, where appropriate, provide an im-

plementation strategy and timeline. Project fìndings will provide an

outline for the future optimization of DAJD operations.

Project approach

Consistent with the requirements for the project outlined in the

county's original RFP, CNA developed a very aggressive review sched-

ule in order to provide King County policymakers with timely analysis

on the key issues facing the DAJD. We obtained all relevant reports,

provisos, and related documents ir-r early July and conducted an in-

tensive review of these materials; and conducted an on-site review of
DAJD operations the week ofJuly 22nd, interwiewing operations staff,

jail health and psychiatric services providers, department finance and

program analysts, and keyjail systems. In the fìnal week ofJuly, we f,r-

nalized our analysis of recommendations produced by previous con-



sultant reports, DAJD budget proviso responses, and audits. Our ap-

proach in evaluating past recommendations consisted of the follow-
ing elements:

. Recommendation documentation: What were the key elements

of the recommendation and what was the context for its devel-

opment? What was the desired outcome or rationale?

o Status: What is the current status of action on the recommen-
dation? \Mhat happened and why?

o Viability: Does the recommendation have a reasonable proba-

bility of attaining its objective, and is that objective still rele-

vant?

o Alignment with best practices: Is the recommendation con-

sistent with recognized best practices in the operation and

management of correctional systems?

. Operational impact: What potential operational and/or pro-
gram benefits will result from the recommendation? \À4rat are

the chief risks to achieving these described benefits? \A/hat is

the timeline for realizing any positive benefit from the recom-

mendation? \{hat is the likelihood that the recommendation
could create unanticipated outcomes that would negate any

benefits and result in negligible or negative impacts on opera-

tional performance?

o Financial impact: What is the potential fiscal impact of the rec-

ommendation? What are the risks to achieving any described

benefis? What is the timeline for realizing any fiscal benefit
from the recommendation? What is the likelihood the recom-

mendation could create unanticipated outcomes that would
ofßet any projected positive fiscal impacts?

o Need for further study: Are there any research questions we

were unable to address and any additional data required to ad-

dress the impact of the recommendation?

o Implementation Strategy: If the recommendation is still pend-
ing and we project a positive impact, what approach can be

taken to development of an implementation strategy? \4trhat is

the amount of time required for recommendation benefits to

offset implementation costs?
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Organization of the report

This report begins with an analysis of the recommendations made in
key reports, audits, and proviso responses developed by and/ or for
the DAJD over the past ten years. Through this analysis, we identified
the common themes addressed by these studies and examined how

the key issues facing the DAJD have evolved over the last ten years.

This section of the report examines the context in which the recom-

mendations under review were made and the DAJD's overall re-

sponse.

We then assess the specific recommendations by subject area. Alt-
hough the reports cover a wide range of topics, many of the recom-

mendations across reports are interrelated and seek to address

common issues: operations; staffìng; psychiatric services; intake,

transfer, and release; technology; capacity management; and, finance.

Our analysis examines the effectiveness of the various recommenda-

tions in responding to these core areas.

The final section of the report provides a summary matrix of our
analysis of each specific recommendation contained in the reports,

audits, and proviso responses provided by the DAJD for our review.

9
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Section 2: Document review summary

In this section we provide a list of the documents collected and re-

viewed as part of our analysis. The reports can be divided into two

distinct categories: 1) offìcial governmental operating documents

(i,e,, County Auditor's office and County Council generated docu-

ments); and 2) reports commissioned by the county in response to

specific provisos made on its behalf. We note this distinction in the

table below using a "G" to denote official government documents,

and a "PR" for those reports completed in response to a specific pro-

viso set forth by the DAJD and/or the County Council. For each doc-

ument, we provide the title and purpose of the report. We then

present our comprehensive analysis of each recommendations noted

in these reports in Section 3.

Table 5. Document summaries

King County Department of Adult C
and Juvenile Detention: Adult
Detention Operational Master
Plan, June 2004,

The Operational Master Plan represents a major undertak-
ing to identify possible efficiencies that should help reduce
the cost of DAJD operations or temper cost increases

should outside factors cause DAJD's workload to increase.

ln total, this report makes 22 recommendations for the
DAJD to consider in an effort to reduce operational costs.

Performance Audit of Jail Over- C
time, Report No. 2006-06, King
County Auditor's Office, October
9,2006.

The purpose of this report was to complete further devel-
opment and evaluation of the OFM with the objective of
using it for its 2008 operating budget proposal,

Jail Planning and Operations Per- G

formance Audit, Report No.
201O-04, King County Auditor's
Office, December 7, 2O1 0.

The purpose of this report was to assess: how overtime cur-
rently budgeted, how it is used in the jails, whether the
current use of overtime cost-effective and could some over-
time be avoided.

Memorandum of Agreement Be- C
tween the United States Deparl-
ment of Justice and King County,
Washington Concerning the King
County Correctional Faci lity
(2009)

Describes the terms of the settlement between the federal
government and King County regarding litigation over
conditions at the jail.
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Table 5. Document summaries

Ordinance 16984, Section 48,
Proviso 1 (2011)

This proviso directs DAJD to study specific areas of its op-
erations for potential cost reductions and efficiencies by
scrutinizing its operations. The proviso allows for the en-
gagement of outside experts to assist in looking for ways to
update and streamline practices, particularly with regard to
staffing; intake, transfer, and release (lTR) functions; and
the inmate classification system.

C

Proviso Response - Operational
Master Plan (OMP) Options

Describes the response to recommendations contained in
the 2004 Operations Master Plan.

PR

Ordinance 16984, Section 48,
Proviso 2 (2011)

ln response to this proviso, the DAJD reviewed and ana-
lyzed the following five areas: 1) optimal use of secure de-
tention capacity, including cost-effective staffing models; 2)
how other jurisdictions address declines or increases in
secure detention population; 3) a review of the county's
secure detention classification system; 4) how other juris-
dictions have successfully reduced jail operating costs; and
5) alternative fee-setti ng strategies for contract jai I services.

C

I nmate Classification System
Technical Assistance Report #1 1,

US Department of Justice, Na-
tional lnstitute of Corrections,

June 1 5, 201 1.

PR External evaluation of the DAJD's classification system

Department of Adult and Juvenile PR

Detention Proviso 2: Jail Practices
and Efficiency Review, 201 1

Review of responses to 201 0 audit.

Ordinance 16984, Section 48,
Proviso 3 (201 1)

Proviso 3 instructs DAJD to review and analyze booking
and release operations at the King County Correctional
Facility (KCCF) and Maleng Regional Justice Center (MRJC)

C

Jai I I ntake/Transfer/Re lease As-
sessment, US Department of Jus-
tice, National lnstitute of
Corrections, August 26, 2011.

PR External evaluation of ITR processes.

Review of Psychiatric Services,
Department of Adult and Juvenile
Detention, )uly 31 , 2O12

The 2012 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 17232, included a

proviso directing the Department of Adult and Juvenile
Detention (DAJD) to review "programs serving ¡nmates
requiring psychiatric or other staff-intensive behavioral ser-
vices such as suicide watch, that, at a minimum, identify
and evaluate proposed options for: 1) alternative staffing
plans to reduce the costs associated these detention popu-
lations; 2) potential capital improvements that could result
in reduced costs; 3) the potential use of jail health staff for
the provision of the supervision of these populations; and
4) policy changes needed for the county to either not ac-
cept these inmates when they are not a public safety risk or
allow for the transfer of these inmates, after intake proce-
dures, to a more therapeutic setting."

PR
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Table 5, Document summaries

Ordinance 16984, Section 48,
Proviso 4 (2011)

Proviso 4 required the DAJD to show its methodology and
planning assumptions for its secure adult population fore-
cast for 2012 and future years.

C

Ordinance 16984, Section 48,
Proviso 5 (201 1)

Determine whether DAJD can continue booking opera-
tions at the Norm Maleng Regional Justice Center intake,
transfer, and release (lTR) program.

G

Booking Operations at the
Maleng Regional Justice Center
(MRJC)

PR Review of options to reduce booking hours at MRJC,

Ordinance 16984, Section 48,
Proviso 6 (201 1)

"Prepare each month a report showing the projected num-
ber of average daily population and the expected revenues
for inmates held in secure detention under contract with
the county as adopted in 201 1 budget and compare the
projected data to actual average daily population and the
actual revenue billed showing the variance between pro-
jected and actual data."

C

Ordinance 17232, Section 48,
Proviso 1 (2012)

"Continue to prepare and submit each month to the coun-
cil a report showing the projected number of average daily
population and the expected revenues for inmates held in
secure detention under contract with the county as adopt-
ed in the 2012 Budget Ordinance and compare the pro-
jected data to actual average daily population and the
actual revenue billed showing the variance of between the
projected and actual data."

C

Ordinance 17232, Section 48,
Proviso 2 (2012)

"...notify the council by letter of any notice of termination
or other requested change initiated by the state of Wash-
ington to the current inter-local agreement between the
Washington state department of corrections and the de-
partment of adult and juvenile detention authorized in Or-
dinance 17003 for the provision of secure detention
servrceS.

The executive must file a letter of notification as required
by this proviso within five days of the receipt of a request
for change to the inter-local agreement from the state in the
form of a paper original and an electronic copy..."

G

Ordinance 17232, Section 48,
Proviso P3 (2012)

"...prepare a report reviewing "programs serving inmates
requiring psychiatric or other staff-intensive behavioral ser-
vices such as suicide watch, that, at a minimum, identifies
and evaluates proposed options for: 1) alternative staffing
plans to reduce the costs associated these detention popu-
lations; 2) potential capital improvements that could result
in reduced costs; 3) the potential use of jail health staff for
the provision of the supervision of these populations; and
4) policy changes needed for the county to either not ac-
cept these inmates when they are not a public safety risk or
allow for the transfer of these inmates, after intake proce-
dures, to a more therapeutic setting."

C
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Section 3: Operational assessment

This section of the report presents our analysis of the key recom-

mendations made to the DAJD over the past ten years. These key is-

sues are organized by the five core areas under which they align:

staffrng; capacity management; intake, transfer, and release; opera-

tions and programs; and, administration. Our anaþis is structured to

provide a summary of the key elements of each recommendation,
and its implementation status, viability, alignment with best practices,

and its overall impact on DAJD management and financial oper:a-

tions.

3.1 Staffing

The staffrng of King County's correctional facilities has been exam-

ined extensively over the last ten years in response to multiple rec-

ommendations calling for analysis of staffing patterns and

operational practices at both the KCCF and the MRJC. The DAJD has

largely implemented all those recommendations that are consistent

with good operational practice. Many of the recommendations and

past reports seem predicated on the assumption that that there are

better models available for the DAJD to follow in staffìng its facilities
and, if these models were implemented, staff savings would result.

The CNA project team did not conduct a staffìng analysis of the

KCCF or the MRJC. However, our initial assessment of the operation
of these facilities is that their staffrng patterns and deployment of oÊ

ficers are consistent with their physical design, operational philoso-
phy, and professional best practices. Current staffrng levels are largely
a function of the facility designs, operational use, and contractual la-

bor agreements governing work practices. In short, there is no alter-

native set of standards or models that, if applied to these facilities,

would result in dramatically different staffìng requirements.

We also note that the DAJD has developed one of the most sophisti-

cated models for projecting staffing requirements in use by any jall
system in the United States. The Operational Forecast Model (OFM)

15



provides DAJD managers with an effective tool in projectir-rg staffing
requirements.

3.1.1: Staffing Models

Re commendations:

. Develop staffing standards for the department's facilities. This
type of model should include a set of standards based on su-

perwision requirements of inmates at the various security levels

as well as the physical design of each jail (Operations Master

Plan,2004, p.198).

¡ The department should complete further development and

evaluation of the Operational Forecast Model (OFM) with the

objective of using it for its 2008 operating budget proposal
(Performance Audit of Jail Overtime, Report No. 200&06,

2006).

Status: The first recommendation calls for developing a staffing mod-
el for the department's facilities. This requires identifying a set of
standards based on the supervision requirements of inmates at the

various security levels and the physical design of each housing unit.
The recommendation directed the DAJD to take the lead in develop-

ing a staffrng model that would also include communicating the
method by which the DAJD determines stafFrng levels for their facili-
ties. To a large degree DAJD has implemented this recommendation
through the development of the OFM. This model projects staffing
requirements based on the type and number of inmates housed in
housing units, policies that have been developed, and a standard

formula for computing relief factors required to provide coverage for
staff during their absences.

The model has been used for avariety of purposes including

o budget development

. operational planning

o facilig planning

o jail contract forecasting

¡ measuring the impact of policy changes

16



The model is very complex, but basically it identifres the posts that

need to be filled in the DAJD and the number of hours in a year

needed to fill them, inputs the availability of staff to fill these posts

(using historical data to identi$' scheduled and unscheduled leave

time), then compares this data and outputs the shortage (or overage)

in available staff along with an estimated overtime needed to fill the

posts, The model allows the agency to conduct "what-if' scenarios

and measure the impact on stafftng and overtime if poss were closed

or added, if leave tìme increased or decreased, and if staffing levels

were increased or decreased. It is used to provide ar-ralysis to decision

makers in the budget process. As a result, the model is inter-rded to be

a predictor of staffing and overtime needs and not a tool designed to

reduce costs.

The model produces numerous reports on staffing deployrner-rt and

supports the DAJD's roster management system. The model is one of
the most sophisticated applications providing analy5ls and needs as-

sessment of correctional facility staffing that we have seen, on both
the state and local level.

The second recommendation calls for more complete develoPment

of the OFM and integrating its use into the agency's budget devel-

opment process. This recommendation was implemented, ancl since

2008 the OFM has also been used to attempt to optimize the most eÊ

fìcient mix of overtime and staffing in DAJD'sjails.

Viability: The 2006 audit reported that the OFM could, with limita-

tions, provide the least costly mix of full-time staff and overtime. The

plan was to modi$r the existing OFM and use estimated leave usage

and statistical analysis to calculate how much overtime will be gerìer-

ated by different levels of offìcer staffing. In response to a request of
the King County Auditor, the model was validated in 2006 by demon-

strating it could recreate the prior year's actual outcomes. We note

that overtime expenditures in 2008 were nearly as high as the level in

2007. hi 2009, overtime fell significantly and has since fluctuated be-

tween $6.3 and $7.0 million.

Based on the 2006 model validation, it appears that the OFM rs a vra-

ble predictor of staff and overtime needs. Howeve¡ since 7 years have

passed since this initial validation ar-rd changes have been made to the

model, we recommend another validation be performed.

17



Alignment with best þractices: The staffìng model currently used

within the DAJD should be recognized as one of the most extensive

and elaborate models available throughout the country. All the key

elements required in the development of a staffing model are present

in various degrees and clearly identi$' recognized posts and when

those posts are required to be fìlled. This information is presented to
facility administrators and shift commanders in a format that is easy

for them to use. In acldition, data are maintained and tracked that
identifi staff scheduling, post deployment, leave time, and overtime

use. IJse of the model clearly qualifies as a best practice.

Operational imþact: The recommendation presented in the OMP

was to provide a model that would make it possible for anyone to ob-

jectively determine how much staff is needed to operate the jail. Alt-

hough the model provides this information is provided, there are two

areas of concern that prevent this recommendation from currently

being recognized as fully implemented.

The fìrst concern is in the presentation format used. Part of the rec-

ommendation refers to making the model possible for anyone to ob-

jectively determine how much staff is needed to operate the jail. All
the information appears to be present through spreadsheets, tables,

charts, and graphs; facility personnel who work with the data on a

regular basis can easily determine staffing requirements. However, it
is the belief of the project team that the way the information is pre-

sented may make it difficult for stakeholders who do not frequently
review the data on a regular basis to be able to determine staff needs.

Providing the information in a more user friendly and more con-

densed format may help achieve this recommendation.

The second concern regarding the staffìng model is in how the shift
relief factor is formulated. A high relief factor will result in recom-

mending more staff than required. A low relief factor will result in in-

suffìcient staffing levels. In the corrections industry, a shift relief
factor commonly refers to the average number of staff that should be

budgeted to fill a specific post assignment based on staff availability
to fill the post, the shift configuration (hours per shift), and the re-

quired number of days the post must be filled in 
^year.

The shift relief factor is normally determined by taking the number

of hours in a year the post is required to be filled on a shift and divid-
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ing that number by the average number of hours an individual in the

position classification is available to fill a post assignment throughout
the year. For example, if an B-hour post is scheduled to be filled 365

days per year and the average employee is available 1600 hours after
leave time is used, the shift relief factor is L825. (365 days x B hours =
2,920 hours) divided by 1600 hours. The shift relief factor identifies
the average number of FTEs required to fìll an 8-hour post continu-
ously thronghout the year.

The average number of hours an individual in the position classifica-

tion is available to fill a post is determined by identifying the original
number of hours scheduled to work (2080 hours) and subtracting
the average number of hours the individual was not available to fill a

post. This is often referred to as net annual post hours (NA\MH) and

includes time for scheduled leave, unscheduled leave, training, and

break time.

The concern with the current staffing model is how the current shift
relief factor is determir-red. For example, in mostjurisdictions when

personnel are unable to fill a post assignment during a regular
scheduled work da¡ that time is recognized as part of the shift relief
factor, In the current model, training and break-time hours are not
included in the formula. The current model recognizes all training
hours as overtime. This method may be an accurate reflection if per-

sonnel are never pulled fiom their post assignment for the purpose

of training; however, training personnel indicated that although most

training results in overtime, staff are occasionally pulled from a post

for the purpose of training. That period of time off the post should
be reflected in determining the shift relief factor.

Break time also influences the number of hours per year staff are

available to fill a post assignment. The average amount of time an oÊ

ficer within the DAJD is not available to fill a post as a result of being
on break is approximately 200 hours per year. These hours are not
recognized in determining net annual post hours or the shift relief
factor. Staff reported that since most relief hours are absorbed by

personnel assigned to posts assignments that include providing relief
as part of their responsibilities, those hours are not recognized in de-

termining the shift relief factor. This method of calculation results in
personnel assigned to post assignments such as ITR, Activity Officer,
and Rovers being considered available to meet remaining responsibil-
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ities on average for approximately four hours per shift. Although a
post analysis was rìot completed, traditional responsibilities in similar

positions in other jurisdictions require more than four hours of cov-

erage. The current method of calculating a shift relief factor may

need to be refined to more accurately reflect sta-ffìng needs.

Financial imþart: OFM can provide valuable input in the budget
planning process by identi$'ing the most cost effective mix of over-

time and staffrng levels. This should provide guidance to the county

when setting DAJD's budgeted headcount levels. We do note, in the

chart below, that overtime expenditures as a percent of total salary

and wages decreased after the DAJD began using the OFM model for
this purpose.

Figure 1 . Overtime expenditures as a percent of total salary and wages
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By 2009, overtime expenditures as a percent of total salary and wage

expenditures had fallen from 16 percent to 9 percent. If overtime

had remained at 16 percent in 2009, then actual overtime expendi-
tures would have been $4.5 million higher. While the reduction in
expenses cannot be solely, or even primarily, attributed to OFM, use

of the model allows the DAJD to determine the impact of various

scenarios of the use of staff and overtime, thus optimizing overall staff
utilization. The model provides the agency with a highly effective tool
for efficient management of stafi resources.
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Need for furth.er study: We recommend a re-validation of the OFM,

with particular attention paid to the overtime,/staff mix component
of the model.

Im p le m e ntatio n p lan : None

3.1.2: KCCF Staffing

Re commendations:

. Vacate floor control in KCCF tower during third shift (Opera-

tions Master Plan, 2004, p. I32; 20ll Adopted Budget, Ordi-
nance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 1).

. Change staffing on floors in KCCF tower on all shifts: move

floor control to core, reduce activity offìcers, create a response

and movement team, and add a third post to central control
(Operations Master Ptan,2004, p. 132;2011 Adopted Budget,

Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 1).

The following ar-ralysis is based on a review of documents, interwiews

with facility administrators, and a brief tour of the facility. The CNA
project team did not conduct a post assignment analysis to determine
exact staffing levels required based on overall operations.

Status: The above recommendations identi$, alternative approaches

to staff the core and floor controls located on housing floors in
KCCF. Specific recommendations include vacating floor control posts

in the KCCF tower on the third shifq changing staffrng on floors in
the KCCF tower on all shifts, including moving the floor control post

to the core; reducing the number of activity offtcers; creating a re-

sponse and movement team; and adding a third post to central con-

trol. None of the alternatives had been implemented at the time of
the review.

The current staf'fing pattern used by the DAJD on inmate housing
floors is set by the Hammer Settlement Agreement. The Hammer
Settlement allows for a degree of flexibility as noted in the following:
"It is withir-r King County's discretion to amend the KCCF staffing
plan from time to time as circumstances change. If King County re-

duces the number of control positions or the positions set forth in
the staffrng pattern, it shall notify the Hammer plaintiffs' counsel of
the change, the reason for the change, and the effective date of the
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change." The Settlement further states "That this settlement agree-

ment shall not be constn-red to prohibit King County from redeploy-

ing central and control posts; provided the operational functions
currently performed by floor and central control officers are contin-
ued."

Viabilitlt: Each of the recommendations presents a viable option wor-

thy of further consideration. The first recommendation calls for va-

cating floor control posts in the KCCF tower on the third shift. The
second advocates changing staffing on floors in KCCF tower on all
shifts including moving the floor control post to the core, reducing
the number of activity officers, creating a response and movement
team and,/or adding a third post to central control.

Alignment with best þra,ctices: The Hammer Settlement allows for a

limited degree of flexibility in regards to post assignments, including
the use of floor control posts. The first recommendation calls for
eliminating the floor control posts in the KCCF tower during the

third shift. This approach to closing posts on the night shift when

there is little or no activity in the facility is very common in our expe-

rience. Closing this type of post cannot be classified as a "best prac-

tice." Rather, it is generally considered a reasonably safe response to

limited or reduced resources. It is important to note however, that it
is very rare to see two jails operate under identical conditions. The
noted variations between jurisdictions include the use of break time;

the physical design and location of floor control in relation to the

housing units; the availability of roving or stationary staff on the floor;
the type of inmates being housed; the availability of surveillance and

communication equipment; remote oversight capabilities; scheduled

activity levels during the shift; the position classification of staff as-

signed to the post and the capability to operate most of the floor con-

trol functions in an alternative site. All these factors come into
consideration when considering appropriate staffrng plans that, when

applied effectively, will not compromise the safety and security of the

facility.

Closing a floor control post will reduce facility staffrng requirements,
but increase the level of operational risk in a facility. Closing this post

on the third or night shift significantly reduces this risk, as there is

very little movement or activity in most correctional facilities at this

time.
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Operationøl imþact: Based on current operating practices, physical

design, and the adjustments made as a result of the Integrated Secu-

rity Project, closing the floor control post orì the third shift when fa-

cility activity is at a minimum, is a feasible alternative to achieve

operational efficiencies. Howeve¡ this practice will eliminate the one

post that has visual contact wittr the floor wing officers. Accordingl¡
in conjunction with closing this post we recommend:

. A third central control post should be added on the third shift
for the primary puryose of managing video surveillance and

movemer-ìt control throughout the floors.

o Two-way radios equipped with duress alarms should be consid-

ered mandatory equipment for all staff assigned to the floors.

. No additional reduction in security posts should be made on
any of the KCCF tower floors on third shift.

Based on our survey of available information, we recommend no fur-
ther changes to KCCF officer posts at this time. A more defìnitive as-

sessment of KCCF staffing requirements will require a thorough
analysis of all post assignments based on a detailed review of work-
load responsibilities, including a comprehensive evaluation of inter-
mittent posts and a relief factor that recognizes training hours at a
level acceptable to the D.\fD.

Financial imþ act: Closing the floor control posts on third shift, while
adding a third post in Central Control will reduce correctional offìcer
staffrng requirements as well as require one-time capital expenditures
to support the new operational model. The DAJD is conducting a re-

view of capital and operating changes that may be needed to imple-
ment this recommendation. The review will produce a refined
estimate of the potential investments required to implement this rec-

ommendation and achieve net cost savings.

Ne e d for further study:Prior to any staff reduction, the KCCF should
conduct a pilot study on the third shift to determine the operational
effectiveness of operating the floor control centers through central
control to determine the impact the recommendations may have on
overall tower functions during the shift.

Imþlementation plan: Pending outcome of pilot study.
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3.1.3: MJRC Staffing

Re commendatio ns:

o Examine alternative ways for covering actiwry/relief needs for
units that are double-bunked at the MRJC. (Operational Mas-

ter Plan, 2004, p. 110 & p. 198).

o Evaluate alternative staffing patterns when M\]C is double-
celled. Alternative patterns identified include the use of over-

time, use of intermittent posts, and/or a mix of longer and

shorter work days (Operational Master Plan,2004, p. 110 & p.

leB).

o Change method for adding activity officers at MRJC. (Jail Plan-

ning & Operations Performance Audit, 2070, p.25).

Status: The recommendations above all address staffìng requirements
at the MryC under conditions of double celling. Based on documen-
tation and staff interwiews, the past practice of double celling to a lev-

el of 180 percent of capacity resulted in the addition of a second

officer to supervise the housing unit and an additional officer to pro-
vide relief for the contractual breaks that the offrcers receive. Each

officer receives two l5-minute breaks and one 3O-minute break each

shift; therefore, each housing unit required two hours of coverage

when the offrcers were taking their various breaks. As a result, the

DAJD added a relief offrcer for every three double celled units. That
relief offìcer was qpically assigned to relieve officers for their breaks,

which accounts for 6 hours of their B-hour workday. Keeping in mind
that these officers also receive their mandated breaks, this accounts

for an additional hour. The relief officers also performed other du-

ties, such as escorting inmates to central service areas.

The application of this policy was discontinued due to the decline in
the population and the end to double bunking at the MI{C. Staff re-

ported that the current policy is to establish a maximum capacity of
115 inmates, a level at 180 percent of capacir:¡, in a housing unit.
When more than 64 inmates are present, a second offìcer is required.
Based on current population levels, this practice has not been need-

ed recently.
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Viability:Adding staff to assure adequate supervision once the hous-

ing unit population level exceeds an acceptable level is a viable and

realistic recommendation. Given current population levels, however,

this is a purely hlpothetical issue.

Alignment uith best þra.ctices: In respect to alignment with best prac-

tices, correctional facility staffing levels vary based on t1,?e of popula-
tion supervised, schecluled activity level, and housing design. Some

states have established jail standards with fìxed stafÊto-inmate ratios.

For example, jails in Texas require one offrcer for every 42 inmates.

In others, the ratio may be as high as I:72. The American Correc-

tional Association and National Institute of Corrections do not sup-

port the use of a flat staff-to-inmate ratio in determining stafiìng
requirements as it ignores the type of inmate being supervised (i.e.,

work release versus ultra) , scheduled activity levels, and housing de-

sign. It is generally recognized that when double celling occurs in
larger housing units, additional security personnel are made availa-

ble. The past policy of the DAJD in adding staff at the MRJC with in-

creasing facility population levels appears to be consistent with most

nationally accepted practices.

Oþerational imþact: Given current population levels, the past policy
of adding sta-ff in double celling conditions is a moot issue. However,

it is worth noting that the primary impact of this policy was to allow

the housing units to function in a normal manner entirely consistent

with the direct supervision approach, despite the elevated population
levels. Other approaches, such as locking up half of the inmates in a
unit during offrcer breaks, while less stafÊintensive, are inconsistent

with the overall approach of direct supervision in facilitating a safe,

low-stress environment for staff and inmates.

Financial imþact: Because there is no need for additional officers,

given current population levels at the MRJC, these recommendations
have no current fiscal impact. However, the practice of providing re-

lief for correction offrcers in direct supervision operations without
impacting the inmate schedule was a costly approach. Each relief oÊ

ficer post must be covered seven days per week over the course of two

shifts. For a single post, it takes nearly two officers to man that post

over the course of seven days. Accordingly, adding posts to provide
relief and assure accepted staff/inmate ratios at all times was a staff-

intensive policy.
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Nee d for furtlt.er study: No further study is needed. The issue is moot
given current population levels at the MRJC. A more definitive as-

sessment of staffing requirements under various population and poli-
cy scenarios would require a comprehensive post and staffing analysis

of facility operations.

Im þ le m e ntatio n p lan : None.

3.1.4: Use of Non-Detention Staff

Recommendatiou Consider using non-detention staff to perform
clerical tasks associated with the booking process (2011 Adopted

Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 3).

Status: The recommendation to conduct a review has been imple-

mented. We reviewed position classifications and post assignments

within the ITR and, as a result of the review, no significant changes in
staffrng patterns have been recommended.

Viability: The recommendation is viable. Not all tasks in a correction-

al facility must be performed by a correctional offìcer. Particularly in
areas such as ITR, there are a number of functions or work processes

that can be performed equally well by civilians or correctional offic-

ers. Given the signifìcantly lower cost of civilian personnel compared

to correctional officers, ongoing analysis of which tasks may be as-

signed to civilians is a viable approach to achieving greater effìcien-

cies in operations.

Alignment with best þractices: Appropriate use of civilian staff in
booking and intake areas is an accepted best practice in jail admin-

istration. Relatively few systems exclusively use uniformed personnel
throughout the intake process. The exact mix of correctional offìcer
and civilian staff in the booking process varies, although the general

practice is to use offrcers in the initial stages of the booking process

where duties require direct contact with incoming arrestees.

Oþerational imþact: Our ar-ralysis indicates that an appropriate mix of
detention and non-detention staff currently provides services within
the ITR. The presence of multiple detention staffwithin the ITRpro-
vides a visible presence of security in the area, which is particularly

critical in the booking process given the potentially volatile environ-

ment of arrested individuals in the process of transfer to the custody
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of the DAJD. The presence of an adequate number of uniformed
staff provides the capacity for a quick, effective response to incidents
and provides needed flexibility in filling various post and/or relief as-

signments. Moreover, the presence of security staff in ITR positively

impacts civilian staff perceptions of their own wellbeing and their
ability to perform their responsibilities.

Financial imþact: As the current staffrng pattern in ITR appears ap-

propriate, there is no fìscal impact associated with this recommenda-

tion.

Ne e d fo r furth e r study : None

Im þ le m e ntati,o n þ lan : None

3.2 Capacity Management

The numerous recommendations on capacity issues follow the arc of
how this issue has evolved over time. Most of the recommendations in
the Operations Master Plan address the issue of how to increase ca-

pacity given the projected growth of the population at that time. Lat-

er reports and provisos focus instead on the most effrcient use of a
system with excess capaciq resulting from a drop in the number of
inmates committed to the countyjail system and the loss of municipal
jail inmates to SCORE and other alternative facilities. Recommenda-

tions on increased double celling that were appropriate at the time of
the Operations Master Plan in 2004 are moot issues in today's envi-

ronment.

Some recent recommendations have suggested closing the MRJC as a

means to increase overall system effrciency. We believe such a move

would be short-sighted. The MRJC is in many respects a model facility
that provides safe, efficient jail services to the county. Most large jail
systems around the country that have experienced significant drops

in theirjail populations (like King County) have stabilized, and some

are now beginr-ring to grow again. The capacity provided by the MRJC

is a resource that the county may likely need in the near future.
Moreover, closing the MRJC will place additional operational strain

on the KCCR which is an aging, poorly designed facility that is diffì-
cuìt to manage under the best of conditions. Finally, the presence of
the MRJC booking services, though limited in hours of operation, al-

lows law enforcement agencies throughout southern King County to
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minimize the amount of time their officers allocate to offender
transport and booking, thereby providing more patrol time.

The two most significant long-term issues addressed in capacity man-

agement recommendations were the long-term plan to replace the

KCCF and the need to coordinate the use ofjail beds on a more re-

gional basis. The KCCF is an aging facility that will need substantial

capital repairs to assure its continued use for the foreseeable future.
The issue facing the County is whether a large investment in the cur-

rent facility is wise given the issues with its design and, if not, what
course should be taken for planning for a replacement facility. A re-

lated issue is the fact that the region as a whole has an excess ofjail
beds as local communities have developed their own capacities in re-

sponse to projected increases in jail populations that have never de-

veloped. Rather than competing with each other for contracts, a

regional approach to coordinating the use of all local jail capacity

could provide better value for the taxpayers who are paying for these

facilities.

3.2.1: MJRC

Re commend,ations:

. Double bunk MJRC ljnits to 180 percent of sir-rgle cell capacity
(Operations Master Plan, 2004, p. 174,).

o Add four housing units to the MryC (Operations Master Plan,

2004, p. I74).

o Change double-bunking policy at the MRJC (]ail Planning and

Operations Performance Audit, 2010, page 24).

o Increase double bunking at MRJC (Jail Planning and Opera-

tions Performance Audit, 2010, page 24).

. Reevaluate the use of and/ or close the MRJC (Jail Planning
and Operations Performance Audit, 2010, page 34).

o Evaluate options for reducing jail operating costs, including
the possibility of using the MRJC for other purposes (Jail Plan-

ning and Operations Performance Audit, 2010, page 34).

¡ Assess optimal use of secure detention capacity (2011 Adopted
Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 2).
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A.nalyses and recommendations of the optimal use of the MJRC over

the last ten years have tracked closely with the changing demand for
beds as the DA,|D population peaked and subsequently declined. The

early recommendations in the OMP to increase double-celling at the

facility were implemented as needed. As the poþulation has declined,
the facility has reverted back to single-celling and in fact has been

able to close several housing units. The population decìine ultimately
has resulted in calls for consideration for closing the facility and con-

solidating the countyjurisdictional population at the KCCF.

Status: The recommendations to increase double bunking the MJRC

were implemented. Before these recommendations were made,

MRJC double bunking had been implemented so that the units were

occupied at 167 percent of single cell capacity. Double bunking in-
creased the number of beds from 64 to 107. The action further re-

sulted in adding a second ofücer on the first and second shift.

Additionall¡ a relief offrcer was added to each operating shift be-

cause of the increase in occupancy. It is our understanding that this

particular recommendation allowed for the increase of inmate occu-

pancy to 180 percent, which added an additional eight beds and re-

sulted in accommodating Slinmates above the single cell capacity of
64 in each unit. The increase to 180 percent of capacitywas to be ac-

complished without adding any more staff. Therefore, the only cost

of the additional eight inmates was related to incremental costs for
food, clothing, etc.

Recommendations to change double bunking polic¡ make optimal
use of detention capacity at the MJRC, and reduce operating costs

through closing of housing units have been implemented. As a result
of declines in system population levels, the MRJC census has been low
enough in recent years to eliminate all double bunking. At its peak,

I I units of the 14 units were double bunked at 180 percent of capaci-

ty. At the present time, all operational units are single bunked and

two units are closed due to the low population level.

The recommendation to add four housing units at the MJRC is moot
given the current excess capacity in the DAJD.

The recommendation to evaluate closing the MJRC is or-rgoing
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Viability: ; As noted above, all recommendations on double celling
and adjusting capacity to achieve efficiencies, with the exception of
adding four housing units at the MJRC, have been implemented and

are viable.

Consideration for closing the MJRC would be hypothetically viable if
the county were to lose all of its contracted beds, the population were

to continue to significantly decline, or if the county enacted a policy
to reduce the jail population to a level that could be managed in just
one facility. None of these alternatives appears realìstic at the current
time. The county has a long-term contract with the City of Seattle,

which will provide a stable source of demand for contract beds, and

has opportunities to increase its contract population with the state

Department of Corrections (DOC). The jail populations in many

metropolitan correctional systems have stabilized following several

years of decline and, in some cases, are starting to once again in-
cr:ease. King County's jurisdictional population will likely take a simi-

lar course. These factors reinforce the ongoing need for the MJRC.

Moreover, though limited in hours of operation, the MJRC does pro-
vide serwice for law enforcement agencies and courts located in
southern King Counry, facilitating their access to jail system booking
and thereby allowing police officers to better use their patrol time.

The MJRC is in all respects a model direct supervision correctional
facility and appears to operate in an extremely safe, professional

marìner. The facility is well-maintained and will be a valuable re-

source for the DAJD going for^ward. Closure of the facility would
force increased crowding of the population in the KCCF, a facility
that is much more diffrcult to operate safely. Absent a very dramatic
drop in the system's population, closure of the MJRC should not be

viewed as a viable alternative.

Alignment with best practices: The practice of double bunking cells

that were originally designed for single cell housing is a practice that
is a standard response ofjail systems to over-crowding. Double bunk-
ing a 60 or 70 square-foot cell has become accepted practice for many
jail systems throughout the nation. As long as services can be provid-
ed, inmate classification is carefully administered, and sufficient pro-
grammatic and recreational opportunities are available, the practice

can be implemented with little disruption to the jail operation. Add-
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ing staff to supervise the inmate population is a proper method to

mitigate operational disruption caused by the higher inmate census.

Conversely, closing housing units as a system's population declines is
a standard best practice that has been adopted by many jurisdictions
to achieve effrciencies in operations, F{owever, jail systems have large-

ly not closed entire facilities in response to population declines. In-
stead, most have chosen to use lower population levels to reduce

excessive levels of overcrowding that had developed as jail popula-
tions peaked.

Oþerational impact: The MJRC effectively managed the increase rn

double celling when the staff implemented that policy. Relief officers

were added as needed to maintain acceptable inmate/staff ratios.

The closing of housing units was accompanied by commensurate re-

ductions in facility staffrlrg.

Financial imþact: The DAJD has used MJRC capacig, to effectively re-

spond to both increases and declines in system population levels. The
savings attained by increasing double celling when necessary and

closing units as the population has declined have been recognized

and built into the DAJD's budget development process.

Need for further study:The DAJD has demonstrated the ability to
make flexible, efficient use of the MJRC, double celling the facility in
time of high population levels and closing housing units at times of
low population. The facility is well operated and maintained and is a

valuable asset for the King County criminal justice system. No further
study is required at this time.

Im p le m e ntatio n þ lan : None.

3.2.2: KCCF

Re commendations:

o Consider replacing the King County Correctional Facility with
a modern, direct superwision jail with housing units similar in
design to those at the MRJC (Operational Master Plan,2004,
p.177).

o Prepare cost estimates for remodeling the KCCF (Operational

Master Plan, 2004, p. 198),
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Status: There are no plans in progress to replace the King County

Correctional Facility. The available opelational capacity compared to

current and projected population levels, current physical condition,
proximity to the courts, and type and condition of housing options

make it an acceptable source of system capacit¡ at this time. Repairs

to the facility are proceeding on an as-needed basis.

Viability: Based on the current condition of the KCCR and the opera-

tional capaciqt, site and funding required to develop a replacement

facility, the recommendation to replace the KCCF is not viable or re-

alistic at this time. Preparing cost estimates for needed remodeling or
repair work is both viable and necessary.

Alignment with best practices: The proposed recommendation to re-

place the KCCF with a direct superwision jail design is consistent with

current industry best practices. The concept to use direct superwision

is endorsed by the American Jail Association, American Correctional

Association and National Institute of Corrections for select popula-

tions. The term "direct supervision" in the industry implies much

more than just offrcers being assigned to the housing area and

providing direct contact with inmates. It includes a management phi-

losophy that encourages professional interaction between staff and

inmates while maintaining safety for those involved.

Direct supervision jails can generally be less expensive to build and,

through improved sight lines, provide a safer design. Other reported

savings may include reduced vandalism, improved supervision, a wid-

er rar-rge of architectural options, and acceptable levels of sanitation

and orderliness.

The KCCF was designed in the early 1980s, and direct supervision
jails were first introduced in the mid- to late 1980s. There are fìve

double-tiered floors in the KCCF tower that provide inmate housiug,

and the maximum capacity of the KCCF tower is limited to I,262 by

the Hammer Settlement Agreement. The KCCF tower provides a

combination of housing through cells and dormitories. In compari-

son with industry best practices, the design is not consistent with cur-

rent direct supervision jails.

Despite the lack of immediate and near-term demand for new larger

and more effrciently designed facilities, long-term capital planning
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for the replacement of the KCCF and the addition of more units at

the MRJC should begin. Should the inmate population incr-ease in
the future, the county will need to replace KCCF because of its age,

inefficient design, and diminishing return on maintenance and re-

model investments. Replacing a faciliry like the KCCF and adding

units at the MRJC will require significant investments, and decisions

to make those investments will inevitably involve an extended and

thoughtful process. Consequently, capital planning mlrst begin so the

county is ready to make those investment decisions when the time

comes.

In addition to the planning for capital assets such as facilities, plan-

ning for the acquisition and replacement of other long-term assets

needed to run detention operations is part of capital planning.
Among the items needing consideration for replacement are jail
management technology including hardware and software, kitchen
and laundry equipment, vehicles, communications equipmeÌìt, secu-

rity and locking systems, HVAC, video equipment, fitearms, offìcer

safety equipment, and other items that may cost from several thou-

sand to several million dollars to acquire, build, or develop.

Planning and control of capital asset expenditures is critical to the

long-term financial health of a governmental entity. Spending on

capital assets requires significant fìnancial resources, and those deci-

sions are usually diffrcult to undo; they will impact a government

agency for many years. Planning for and acquiring new and replace-

ment assets should be aligned with the strategic plan.

Best practices for capital planning for these items require including
them in the long-term capital plan, inventorying and assessing their
condition and useful live, prioritizing replacement of assets based on

the assessment, and annually evaluating what needs to be considered

for inclusion in each annual or biennial budget.

According to DAJD staff, the department has been under budget the

past two years, yet very little has been done in the way of spending on

aging equipment or acquisition of a new jail management system. In
addition, no planning or setting aside of funds for such large pur-

chases has occurred. Without a strategic approach to funding and

acquiring equipment and other long-term or fixed assets, the de-

partment will be faced with a continued struggle to replace an item
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after it is no longer functional, which frequently leads to paying more

for an item compared to going through the normal purchase and ac-

quisition process that allows for finding the best product at the most

reasonable price. Also, the lack of long-term capital planning usually

results in the need for supplemental budget requests that can create

chaos for a department's budget that is already stressed. The finance

section estimates that more than $1.5 million in capital assets need to

be considered and replaced over the next several years. In order to

accomplish this within six to eight years, $200 thousand to $250 thou-

sand should be budgeted each year.

Operational impact: Replacing poorly designed facilities with more

effìciently designed facilities would ultimately lead to more efftcient
jail operations. Effrciently designed facilities would allow the county

to manage the inmate population with fewer staff per inmate as well

as provide a safer and more secure environment for staff, visitors, and

inmates.

The proposed alternative submitted to replace the KCCF with direct

supervision housing units larger than 64 beds was reported to be

slightly more staff effìcient than the MRJC, and the savings would ofÊ

set only a small fraction of the cost of a newjail. Direct supervision

jails are currently considered to be a best practice in the corrections

industry and can lead to improved operational effìciencies when

managed in a manner consistent with a direct supervision philoso-

phv.

The issue of a site for a replacement facility is signifìcant. Proximity to

the courts is a key issue for jail location. If a replacement facility was

to be developed on the current site of the jail, replacement capacity

would have to be developed for the duration of demolition and con-

struction.

Financial impact: It is not possible to determine the fiscal implica-

tions of the recommendations related to replacing the KCCF, adding

units at the M\]C, or even extensive remodeling of the KCCF since

no decisions have been made conceruing DAJD long-term space

needs. In addition, decisions related to the long-term space needs of
the DA,JD should to be linked to a more detailed forecast of the

amount and tlpes of jail system capacity required over the next ten

years.
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To adequately plan for the replacement or upgrade of capital assets

such as the jail management system, kitchen and laundry equipment,

offìcer safety equipment, and similar assets, at least $200 thousand to

$250 thousand should be budgeted each year.

Need for further study: Notwithstanding the fact that replacing the

KCCF is not viable at this time, the facility is aging and will require

substantial capital repairs in the future to assure its continued opera-

tion. The county should build on prior studies, and conduct a thor-

ough building system review of the facility, in the context of future

projected system capacity requirements, to cletermine the magnitude

of rehab and maintenance projects required to extend the useful of
the facility. Depending upon the resuls of this review, if future
maintenance costs are excessive, the county should begin the process

of planning for a potential replacement fäcility.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None.

Recommendation: Remodel at least two floors of each wing of the

KCCF to allow for direct superwision, recreation and visitation within
the wing and use of fewer staff (Operations Master Plan, 2004, Page

123).

Status:This recommendation has not been implemented. The lssues

are the capital costs involved in the proposed modification ancl the

loss of beds. Moreover the KCCF was not designed for this supervi-

sion approach. Even with the modifications proposed, the facility

would be attempting to force au inmate mat-ìagement approach into

a physical space that is simply not designed or appropriate for direct

supervision.

Viability: Not viable

Alignment uith best þractices: Best practices call for utilizing facilities

consistent with the design philosophy underlying the layout of hous-

ing and functions. Forcing direct superwision into a facility not suited

for this q"pe of supervision is not a best practice.

O þ e ratio nal im þ ac t: None, not viable.

Financial imþact:None, not viable
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Ne e d fo r furth e r study: None, not viable

ImþIementation þlan: None, not viable.

Re commendatio ns:

. Make changes to the fìrst floor of the west wing of the KCCF to

reduce staffrng (Operations Master Plaln,2004, Page 120).

o ljse the west wing of the KCCF for work release (Operations

Master Plan,2004, Page l8l).

Status: The proposed changes to 1st floor housing in the west wing of
the KCCF were implemented with the completion of the ISP in 2010;

King County is currently studying the feasibility of moving the DAJD's

work release program into the West Wing of KCCF. The results of
that study should inform policy makers and any accompanying deci-

sion process. The west wing of the KCCF was originally designed to be

a work release facility; however, due to overcrowded conditions expe-

rience in the late 1980's the West Wing was repurposed for the hous-

ing of minimum security inmates. As a result, the male work release

population was moved to the old jail located on one floor of the King
County Courthouse. Housing was provided in cells, and population
levels were such that sufficient space was available to occupy all the

inmates on one floor.

Viabilitl: The movement of the DAJD's work release program to the

west wing is a viable alternative. Sufficient space appears to be availa-

ble in the west wing of the KCCF to provide housing for the male

work release population. However the overall benefit of such a move

is minimal.

Alignment uith best þractices: In May 2013, the U.S. Department of

Justice Bureau of Justice Statistics published their anuual report on

Jail Inmates at Midyear. The report found that only 0.009 percent of
all persons underjail superwision inJune 2012 were assigned to work

release programs, work gangs, and other alternative work programs.

The national trend over recent years when considering supervision

programs outside the facility has shown an increase in the uumber of
individuals assigned to programs such as electronic monitoring;
home detention, and commur-rity service with less use of work release

programs. Most agencies no longer offer work release programs be-
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cause of the alternatives available and the costs associated with oper-

ating the programs. For agencies providing work release, the Ameri-

can Correctional Association's uationally recognized standard is to
ensure that individuals assigned to work release are housed separately

from inmates being held in the jail facilities. The current use of the

King County Courthouse and the use of a dedicated floor in the west

wing at I(CCF would both be consistent with national standards.

Oþerational impact: At the time of CNA's review, the west wing of
KCCF was not being used to house any inmate population. The pro-
ject team took a tour of the area and interwiewed personnel regard-

irg the operational practices. The west titg was originally
constructed to be a work release facility and, as such, was designed to

be separate from the secure tower. The previous inmate population
levels were such that they influenced the decision to move the work

release program to the King County Courthouse to ensure appropri-

ate bed space would be available for the secure population. Design-

ing the facility into two distinct areas provided the necessary

separation needed to minimize contact between the secure popula-

tion and the work release population, which is a key element in main-

taining the integrity of the program.

If the work release program was moved to the west wing, individuals

assigned to the program would be housed in a minimum security set-

ting rather than in modified secure cells, food service delivery could

be expedited, and backup suppor-t could be provided in a more effi-

cient manner. Staffing requirements appear to be identical in either

location.

Financial imþact:The OMP reported that one of the presumed bene-

fits of moving the work release program out of the King County

Courthouse would be that the space would be freed up for other us-

es. As reported by the Facilities Management Division (FMD), remov-

ing the work release program from the courthouse would be an

expensive venture. The conversion of space to maximize use would

require the removal of cells on the floors that currently provide the

support to hold up the floor above. Alternative support would be re-

quired in addition to providing traditional space modifications. In
addition, structural costs for a second entrance may be required to

maintain separation between the work release inmates and minimum
security population that could be housed on a separate floor within
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the wing. As noted above, because the staffing requirements appear

to identical, there would be no staff cost savings associated with the

move.

Need for further studl: The FMD is currently leading a study of the

possibility of using the West Wing of KCCF for a number of purposes,

includìng possibly work release. Our general conclusion based on

national trends, best practices, and our limited review of King Coun-

ty's program is that there appears to be little benefit to a move of the

work release population to the west wing. As an alternative, the coun-

ty should evaluate its continued operation of a work release program.

The use of day reporting, electronic monitoring, and other commu-

nity sanctions have been found by many jurisdictions to be much

more cost-effective programs for transitioning offenders back into so-

ciety, while offering many of the same features as traditional work re-

lease. The results of the FMDled study will provide more detail in
relation to this issue.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None.

3.2.3: Population Forecasting

Re commendations:

o Count/ Council and the County Executive should consider as-

signingjail population forecasts to an outside, independent en-

tity (Jail Operations and Performance Audit, 2010, page 36).

¡ Develop a realistic population forecast (Jail Operations and

Performance Audit, 2010, page 36).

o Provide a repor:t showing forecast methodology and assump-

tions for 2012 and future years (2012 Adopted Budget, Ordi-
nance 16984, Section 48, Proviso P4).

o Prepare a monthly report showing the projected average daily

population and the expected revenues for inmates held in se-

cure detention under contr:act (2011 Adopted Budget, Ordi-
nance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 5).

o The DAID should continue to submit monthly jail population
forecast reports showing projected ADP and revenue from con-

tracts (2012 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 17232, Section 48,

Proviso 1).
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Status:The recommendations related to the jail population forecast

have been implemented in part. The DA.|D is in full compliance with
recommendations to prepare a monthly forecast on ADP and pro-
jected contract revenue. Howeveç there is little in the way of explana-

tory narrative in those reports that explains why the forecast may

differ from actual experience. Consequently, it is up to the reader to
wade through the numerous tables, charts, and graphs to understand
fluctuations in average daily population (ADP) and deviations from
projected ADP. Howeve¡ DAJD's sta-ff does provide verbal explana-

tions of the monthly reports at CriminalJustice Council meetings and

other public forums.

DAJD has also complied with the proviso requiring a report that de-

tails the current forecast methodology and assumptions for future
population levels. However, with regard to the auditor's recommen-
dation that the jail population forecast be assigned to an outside, in-
dependent entity, the population forecast is still prepared by in-house

DAJD staff

Poþulation trends. The DAJD has seen a steady decline in the ten-

year average adult daily population over the last 14 years. As seen in
Täble 1, the adult average daily population (ADP) has declined an

average 1.9 percent per year over the most recent lO-year period and

an average 5.3 percent over the most recent í-year period. The larger
annual percentage decrease in the recent í-year time frame was

fueled mainly by almost 350 offender decreases in 2012. Since 2012,

however, the adult inmate population has stabilized and remained
flatata level of approximately 1,950 offenders.

Table 6. King County Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention annual

ADP

2003 2,382

2004 2,446 2,7%

2005 2,592 6.0%

2006 2,658 2.s%

2007 2,720 23%
2008 2,570 -s.s%

2009 2,397 -6.7%
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Table 6. King County Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention annual

ADP

2010 2,347 a 10/-2, I /o

2011 2,201 -6.2%

2012 1,946 -11.6Y"

2013 0.1%

1 O-Year Change -1,9%

5-Year Change -s.3%

A closer look at the most recent 17 months of data show stabilization
on both the number of adult population bookings and the overall

length of stay (LOS) of those bookings. A negligible increase of total
bookings in 2013 to date has been accompanied by a shortened LOS

ofjust over 1 day, keeping the overall population unchanged. From

an analytical perspective, the adult population looks to have stabilized

and, barring any large policy changes, can be assumed to continue at

this level.

ADP Total bookings Length of Stay
(LOS) in days

1,947

2012

201 3 YTD Avg.

Numeric Change

Percent Change

1,946

1,946
ô

o.o%

2,792

2,850

58

2.1%

21.68

20.57

-1

-5.1%

Projection Methodology. The DAID utilizes a third party forecast

model called Jail4cast. The model was developed by DAJD staff and

converted to an interactive software tool by Looking Glass Analytics.

The Jail4cast software is a component of change model that utilizes

the idea of individual status groups multiplied by an established

length of stay to forecast individual populations based on these pa-

rameters plus user defined assumptions. Assumptions include pro-
jected admissions into the population, subgroup and legal status

definitions, and potential policy implications.

King County utilizes Jail4cast as part of a larger forecasting effort
completed annually. The effort consists of the following components:

AdUIt ADP Yearly Perc'ent Clra ngeYear

T.rble 7. King County Departnrent oi Aclult ancl JLrvenile Detention anrru.rl

ADB l¡ookings, arrd LOS fr onr January 2012 tlrroLrgh 201 :l YTD
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2. Obtaining the Office of Financial Management's King County
demo graphic proj e ctions ;

3. Meeting with the Policy Assumptions Group to anticipate fu-

ture policy implications;

4. Establishing admission assumptions utilizing data from #2 and

decisions from #3;

5. Building/uploading data into Jail4cast;

6. Producing results and preparing the briefing report.

Tâble B below presents the accuracy results of this model for the past

30 months by gender and total. Female estimates were under-
forecasted by an average of 4 percent per month. Male estimates were

over-projected by an average of 6 percent per month. The total error
rate was 5.2 percent per month for the 3O-month tracking period,

Table B. Adult ADP month tracki of forecast accu

Jan-1 1 170.4 147 -15.9% 1,406 1,425 1.3% 1 ,576 1 ,572 -0.3%

Actua I

Male
Projectecl % Diifer- ActLral

Male en(:e Total

Projectecl
Tr.¡tal

% Diffe¡
encc)

Month-Year Projected
Fenlale ence

Feb-.1 1 154.8 147 -5.3% 1,417 1,425 0,6% 1,571 1,572 o.o%

Mar-11 140.1 147 4.7% 1 ,373 1 ,425 3.7% 1,51 3 1 ,572 3.8%

Apr-11 142.4 147 3.1% 1,360 1,425 4.5% 1,503 1,572 4.4%

May-11 153.7 147 -4.6% 1,384 1,425 2.9% 1,538 1,572 22%

Jun-1 1 162.1 147 -1O3% 1 ,37O 1,425 3.9% 1,532 1,572 1 ÉO/z,J /o

Jul-1 1 156.5 147 -6.5% 1,354 1,425 5.O% 1 51 0 1 ,572 3.9%

Aug-11 141 .4 147 3.8% 1 ,365 1 ,425 4.2% 1,506 1,572 4.2%

Sep-1 i 149.2 147 -1 5% 1 ,377 1 ,425 3 .4% 1 ,526 1 ,572 2.9%

Oct-11 138.4 147 5,9% 1 ,360 1,425 4.5% 1,499 1,572 4.7%

Nov-1 1 139.5 147 5J% 1,303 1 425 8.6% 1,442 1,572 8.3%

Dec-11 141 .3 147 3.9% 1,288 1,425 9.6% 1,429 1,572 9]%
)an-12 135.1 147 8]% 1,300 1,425 8.8% 1,435 1,572 o 10/

o./ lo

Feb-12 131 .1 147 1O.8"/" 1,269 1,430 113% 1,400 1,577 11.2%

Mar-12 136.8 147 6,9% 1,329 1,430 7.O% 1,466 1,577 7.0%

Apr-12 145 147 1.4% 1,325 1,430 7.3% 1,470 1,577 6.8%

Mav-12 140.9 147 4]% 1,326 1,430 7.2% 1,467 1,577 7.0%

)un-12 144.6 147 1.6% 1,322 1,430 75% 1,467 1,577 7,O%

)ul-12 160.1 147 -8.9% 1,336 1,430 6.6% 1,496 1 577 5.1%

Aug-12 160.2 147 -9.O% 1,297 1,430 93% 1,458 1,577 7.6%

Sep-1 2 144.5 147 1.7% 1,293 1,430 9.6% 1,437 1,577 8.9%

Oct-12 160.6
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Table 8. Adult ADP mo track of forecast accu

Nov-12 164.7 147 -12.0% 1,315 1 ,430 8.1% 1 ,479 1,577 62%

Month-Year Actual
Fenrale

Projected '2, Differ.
Fenrale erlce

Actual
Male

Projected "/" Difier-
Male ence

Actual
Total

Projected nl, Differ-
Total ence

Dec-12 158.6 147 -7.9% 1,286 1,430 10.1% 1,444 1,577 8.4%

Jan-1 3 162.8 148 -10.0% 1 ,321 1 ,440 83% 1 ,484 1,588 65%
Feb-1 3 171.3 148 -15.7% 1,353 1,440 6.0% 1,525 1,588 4.0%

Mar-l 3 177.2 148 -19.7% 1,373 1,440 4.6% 1,550 1,588 2.4%

Apr-13 180.4 148 -21 .9% 1,389 1 ,440 3 5% 1 ,569 1 ,5 88 1.2%

May-13 171.9 148 -16.1% 1,385 1,440 3.8% 1,557 1,588 2.0%

Jun-1 3 174.9 148 -18,2% 1,393 1,440 33% 1,568 1,588 1.3%

Avg. % Dit
ference

-4A% 6.1% 52%

Viability: The recommendations related to the jail population fore-

cast are still valid. Since the DAJD continues to issue monthly reports

on ADP and the population forecast, these recommendations should

be considered implemented, The recommendation to give responsi-

bility for the jail population forecast to an outside entity appears to be

an alternative proposed to improve the performance of the forecast.

This is a viable approach to developing correctional system popula-
tion forecasts used by many larger jurisdictions, but depends upon
the existence of an outside entity with the requisite technical skills

and subject matter expertise to manage this challenging task.

Alignment with best practices: The strengths and weaknesses of the

DAJD's current approach to population forecasting relative to profes-

sional best practices in correctional system population forecasting are

summarized below:

Forecast Strengths:

o Policy group involvement. Producing accurate correctional

population forecasts relies on three main components: accu-

rate historical datz; a reliable, tested, and sound forecasting

model; and unchanging policies. Oftentimes, the most accu-

rate and reliable model can prove useless if new policies and

procedures are enacted that undermine the data used to build
the model. Convening local stakeholders and policy makers to

review the historical data used to build the model and impart
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to them wisdom andjudgment on future changes to the system

helps to alleviate this unknown.

o Inclusion of OFM's ICng County demographic projections-
particularly the at-risk population. A wide array of data can

have both a direct and indirect impact on factors that underpin
a correctional system's long-term projection. These factors can

be separated into two major categories-external and internal.
External factors reflect the interplay of demographic, socio-

economic, and crime trends that produce arrests and offend-
ers' initial entry into the criminal justice process. Criminolo-
gists have long noted that certain segments of the population
have higher rates or chances of becoming involved in crime,

being arrested, and being incarcerated. This is known as the

"at-risk" population, which generally consists of younger males.

The high crime rate ages are 15 to 25, while the high adult in-

carceration rate is between the ages of 1B and 35. \{hen the at-

risk population is expected to increase in a jurisdiction, one

can also expect some additional pressure on criminal justice re-

sources, all things being equal. Inclusion of the county demo-

graphic population forecast, particularly the at-risk population,
can provide valuable insight into the future of admissions into
the King County adult detention population.

. Identification and analysis of ten individual status groups. Jail
populations are fast moving, complex groups of offenders

whose releases and length of stay are often dependent on court
processes and procedures. Identifftg these populations by le-

gal status can aid in predicting an offender's length of stay and

assist in jail bed-space planning. Sentenced offenders will typi-

cally stay longer and require more services. Pre-triaì offenders

move quickly and require easier access to the courts. Further
disaggregating by felony and misdemeanor adds to the refine-
ment in accurately predicting length of stay. The ten groups

currently used in the King County forecast model are: pre-

sentence felons, sentenced felons, pre-sentences felony viola-

tors, sentenced felony violators, pre-sentence misdemeanor vio-

lators, sentenced misdemeanor violators, pre-sentenced

misdemeanants, sentenced misdemeanants, felony others, and

misdemeanor others. It is assumed these groups are also ana-
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lyzed by gende¡ although there is no evidence in the forecast

brief to support this.

o Forecasts produced by gender. Forecasts produced by gender
typically are more useful than forecasts that are not. Male and

female incarcerated populations usually have differing internal
and external factors and can sometimes produce dramatically
different trends. It is important that these populations be ana-

lyzed and forecasted separately to ensure the most accurate

forecast is produced. Also, producing forecasts by gender aids

in planning decisions, as these populations require different
and separate housing requirements.

Forecast Weakrresses:

. IJse of Jail4cast. Although the Jail4cast model has a history of
being used in King County, it falls short on many features a qp-
ical jail forecast model should contain. The Jail4cast model is

superior to traditional statistical models (ARIMA, moving aver-

age, etc.) in that it does account for disaggregated length of
stay statistics to be built in. However, it falls short of other
methodologies currently being used on correctional popula-
tions in the following areas:

- Not a true simulation model. Although there is a LOS vari-

able involved in the Jail4cast model, there are no multiple
movements possible that would denote a true simulation.
There is no interplay of movement between statuses, which
limìts the ability of the model to mimic true jail system be-

havior. Offenders in ajail system rarely stay in one legal sta-

tus throughout their entire stay, and this information is

useful in determining how ajail can be used most efficient-
ly. Building a complex simulation model that mimics these

movements by offender type would add accuracy in both
the data presented and the resulting forecast by legal status.

- Not stochastic. The Jail4cast model works off the basic cal-

culation of admissions x LOS = population for the offender
subgroups defined by the user. However, the model uses

this simple calculation for all offenders within a subgroup.

A more advanced stochastic or "Monte-Car1o" simulatiou
model could add a layer of complexity on these calcula-
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tions. The Monte Carlo simulation techniques add an ele-

ment of randomness to the simulation model. Random

numbers are generated and used by the simulation process

to determine the offender group composition and LOS as-

sociated with a system. Individual cases are processed by the

model through a series of probability distribution arrays or
matrices that provide computations for specific cases.

- Exclusive usage of one forecasting methodology over many

years. As stated in the 2011 forecast brief, DAJD has a long-

standing relationship with Looking Glass Analytic to sup-

port use of theJail4cast model. As the weaknesses stated in
this section show, a more comprehensive search for alterna-

ti'r,e forecast methodologies is warranted.

¡ No complex report of data used for model. The brief provided
for the 2011 forecast does a good job of describing the forecast

methodology and future external policy implicatior-rs; however,

it does not preserÌt the actual data used to build the forecast

model. Summary tables describing the admissions assumptions

and the data used to build the model should be included in the

forecast brief every year. Providing this data will allow readers

and policy makers to compare data year to year and establish

trends in the system.

o No peaking factor with forecasts. Jail forecasts are volatile and

on any giver-r hour can deviate from the monthly ADP by up to
20 percent. A peaking factor, preferably by gendeç should be

determined and applied to the forecast.

o No classification forecasts. Most complex simulation models

can also allow a user to produce an overlay forecast by classifi-

cation level. Classifìcation level forecasts can be particularly
useful to jails in determining adequate bed-space planning.
The creation of an intake or holding locations forecast can also

prove useful in efficientjail planning.

¡ Accuracy. A good jail forecast model should have an average

accuracy of less than 5 percent every month. Deviations from
the 5 percent rule for more than three consecutive months
should trigger a review of the forecast and assumptions.
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DAJD's 2011 forecast brief does a good job describing the forecast

methodology and helping readers to understand changes in policy;

however, it does not provide the actual data used to build the fore-

cast. Summary tables describir-rg admissiou and release assumptions,

for example, should be included in the forecast brief. This infor-

mation will allow policymakers to compare data year to year and help

understand trends in the criminaljustice system.

Oþerational impact: There are clear operational implications to
population forecastìng. Effective short- and long'term decisions on

resource requirements and budgetary needs rest on accurate projec-

tions of future population levels. Moreover, a sophisticated popula-

tion model can project the impact of different policies on system

population levels, enabling stakeholders to make informed policy de-

cisions. A clearer understanding of the variables that influence fluc-

[uations in the jail population subgroups (e.9., felons,

misdemeanants, males, females, special-needs inmates) allows the

county to better respoud to changes in the jail populations ancl how

make operational adjustments to deal with those changes.

Financial imþact: Having more accurate population forecasts, having

a clearer understanding of the factors that influence the forecast, and

the county's ability to more quickly respond to changes in the jail
population can have significant fiscal implications. For example, it is
possible that a more accurate forecasting methodology and model

could have prevented or greatly minimized the negative consequenc-

es that led to the building of the SCORE facility and the correspond-

ing loss in county revenue.

Need for further study: The DA,fD should seek improvements in its
jaìl population forecast. There are a number of research institutes

and professional forecasters with projection methodologies and

models that can enhance what the DAJD is already doing and help to

better inform decision makers. One area for further study is the po-

tential for development of a regional jail population forecast that ad-

dresses the detention populations of all of the municipalities in King

County. The benefits of a regional approach to correctional system

planr-ring are discussed in another section of this report, but as noted

above, any effective approach to planning-be it at the county, city or

regional level-must rest upon improvecl forecasts of actual system

needs.
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ImþIementation þlan: DAJD should examine alternative approaches

to jail system population forecasting. This will entail developing an

RFP for a research institute, university, or professional forecaster to

provide a forecast model, train DAJD staff in its management, and

provide technical support as needed. DAJD program analysts have

the requisite expertise to develop the specifications for this RFP,

working with King County Procurement. Based on our experience

with forecasting models, we project the cost of such an initiative to be

up to $50,000. Depending upon the technical ability of the a given

model to interface with DAJD databases, the likely timeline for full
implementation for a new projection methodology, including the

procurement process, should be less than 6 months. The primary risk

to success in improving the accuracy of forecasts with a new projec-

tion methodology is a lack of internal DAJD resources to adequately

support management and use of a new system. This risk can be miti-

gated by increasing the role of the consultant or vendor who supplies

the model, but will result in increased costs to the DA-ID.

3. 2.4: Regional Planning

Recommendation: Partner with the county's cities to help ensure ad-

equate and affordable jail capacigr with shared risk and fair coss (Jail

Planning and Performance Audit,2010 report).

Status: The recommendation for paftnering with King County cities

to help ensure adequate and afÏordable jail capacity with shared risk

and fair costs has been implemented in part. The county has a long-

term contract with the City of Seattle to hold its inmates. The county

also has contracts with other cities in the county to hold inmates, but

those contracts do not require those cities to house all their prison-

ers. Instead, those cities have the ability to house their prisoners in
other jail facilities in the region if the cities are able to get better per

diem rates. However, there is no real "partnering" with the majority

of cities to make better use of excess jail capacity, plan for future ca-

pacity needs, or share jail operating costs.

Viability: The recommendation is still viable and needs to be pur-

sued. There are à couple of ways this could be accomplished. For ex-

ample, the county could seek to reestablish a working group with the

county's cities similar to the JAG (Jail Administration Group) and

JOG (Jail Operations Group) as forums to jump start regional crimi-
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nal justice planning and better marìagemeut of the region's deten-

tion capacity.

Alignment with best þractices: Although there is no widely accepted

best practice related to regional criminal justice planning, there are a

number ofjurisdictions that do conduct regional planning activities.

The National Institute of Corrections has a well-developed technical

assistance program that is a model for developing a regional ap-

proach to jail capacity management.

O þ e ratio nal imþ art: Regional planning in and of itself does not have

a direct operational impact; however, if the county is able to maxim-

ize the use of its jail capacity through regional planning by increasing

the use of its jail beds, it would help lower its unit costs, share operat-

ing costs and risks with participating jurisdictions, and allow for more

effrcient use of countyjail resources, including staff.

Financial imþact: It is not possible to determiue the fìscal impact of
regional planning at this time. However, if the regional planning eÊ

fort results in better use of both county and municipal jail facilities

with associated lower per unit costs for all jurisdictions, more effìcient

cost sharing between the county and municipalities, and better use of
tax payer dollars, it would have positive fiscal implications for the en-

tire region.

Need for further study; There is a real need to pursue opportunities

to restart regional planning. At some point, the jail populations in
the region will increase as the region's overall population continues

to grow. Consequently, better management of the region's jail capaci-

ty could help eliminate or greatly reduce the need to expand j ail ca-

pacity over the long-term.

Imþlementation þlan: The County Council should direct the County

Executive to reach out to regional jurisdictions to establish (or

reestablish) a regional forum dedicated to bringing the region's crim-

inal justice stakeholders together to open communication and plar-r-

ning around making better use of the region's detention facilities.

King County should take the lead in establishing a regional criminal
justice planning effort to make better use of the region's detention

facilities and, in particular, more efftcient use of the county's jail facil-

ities. This effort should include the use of a regional jail population
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forecasting capability that can disaggregate a regional jail population
forecast into forecasts for each jurisdiction participating in the re-

gional planning effort.

3.2.5: Justice System Processing

Re commendations; Develop a system for inter-agency review of crim-

inal case processing (Operations Master Plan,2004, p. 198).

Status: Case processing efficiency is one of the issues that the Crimi-

nal Justice Council reviews on a periodic basis. To the extent that a

forum has been established for review of this issue, the recommenda-

tion can be considered implemented.

Viability: \Mhile the recommendation for development of a system to

review case processing is viable, the larger issue of coordinating poli-

cies to improve the efficiency of processing individuals through the

justice system remains problematic. The diversity of stakeholders in
the justice system, each with different interests and operational chal-

lenges, make policy coordination diffìcult.

Alignment uith best practices: The objective of coordinating policies

and operational practices across the different agencies in the justice

system is a recognized best practice.

Oþerational imþact: Recent data indicate that actual length of time

to trial or case resolution is lengthening.

Financial imþact: Improvements in case processing translate into
shorter lengths of stay in DAJD facilities and an overall lower ADP.

This reduces margir-ral costs for operations.

Need for further study:Justice system analysts in King County should

examine the drivers behind the slowing of case processing through
the courts and identi$z potential polices that would reverse this trend.

Implementation þlan: Proceed with the ongoing Line of Business

analysis to develop process improvements in this area.
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3.3 lntake, Transfer, and Release

Recommendations to improve the flow and efficiency of the ITR pro-

cess, particularly at the KCCF, have largely been implemented and

have resulted in improvements in operations. The DAJD's classifica-

tion system is one of the best we have seen in a major jail system.

Recommendatìons to consolidate or reduce booking services at the

MRJC have resulted in reduced booking hours at that facility. We be-

lieve this is a reasonable approach to balancing the services needed

by law enforcement agencies in southern King County with the need

to achieve greater effrciencies in the correctional system.

Recommendation 3.3. I : Remodeling

Re commendations:

o Remodel ITR (in parallel with the ISP constmction) to im-

prove securit¡ supportjail health's strategic plan, align with 1ìr-

ture technology, and reduce staffing (Operations Master Plan,

2004, p. 116).

o Remodel ITR area in parallel with the ISP construction to im-

prove security, supportjail health's strategic plan, align with fu-

ture technology, and reduce staffìng (Adult Detention

Operatìonal Master Plan,2004, p. 116; 2011 Adopted Budget,

Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 1).

o The King County Council should consider requesting the ex-

ecutive to commission an independent analysis and business

process mapping study of DAJD's intake, transfer, and release

workload that identifies workload components and maps key

processes of inmate intake, transfer, and release; measures time

required to provide security supervision, to complete tasks

(time motion or random moment study) and sets benchmark

performance targets; coordinates such study with any devel-

opment by DAJD of an automated inmate transfer and release

data system; and makes recommendations for staffing and oth-

er resources needed to address current workload and changes

in the nature and volume of the workload (Jail Planr-ring & Op-

erations Performance Audit, 2010).

. Provide a report showing an independent analysis and business

process mapping of the department's intake, transfer, and re-
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lease workload (2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 16984, Sec-

tion 48, Proviso 3).

The above recommendations all are directed at reviewing the pro-

cessing of offenders through the intake process at DAJD facilities,

with an objective of streamlining the process aud workflow to the ex-

tent possible. The recommendations ultimately resulted in an exten-

sive review of ITR operations by National Institute of Corrections

technical resource providers, Bill Crout and Ron Freeman' Their re-

port makes a number of specific recommendations to improve the

operational effrciency of the ITR.

Status:The recommendation to remodel the ITR in parallel with the

ISP project was begun in 2006 and is now fully implemented. As a re-

sult of this remodeling, the floor plan was opened to streamline the

receiving and release process, and to promote a tearn approach to-

ward accomplishing the desired tasks. The design was modeled after

the ITR area and booking process at the MRJC, which had been

found to be very effective, The remodel introduced a more flexible

receiving and release process, increased the number of holding cells,

and both expanded and improved the space available for health and

fingerprinting staff functions. As a result of the adjustmer-rs the

number of corrections ofFrcer and correctìous technicians was re-

duced.

The later recommendatious contained in the Jail Planning & Opera-

tions Performance Audit and Proviso 3 of 2011 Adopted Budget, Or-

dinance 16984, Section 48, for an independent analysis of ITR

operations, were implemented in an external review of the ITR pro-

cessing by the National Institute of Corrections. This repoft pro-

duced a number of recommendations, many of which had

implications for system-wide operations issues. These recommenda-

tions addressed areas such as the need for a compreheusive modern

electronic jail management system; life safety issues; improve visual

supervision of inmates; and the presence and activity of Jail Health

Services within the ITR. Due to their impact beyond ITR, these spe-

cific recommendations are addressed separately in other sections of
this report.

Viability: The recommendations for remodeling and analysis of pro-

cess flow were viable and, as noted above, have been implemented.
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Atignment uith best ltractices: All of the recommendations reviewed

are consistent with recognized best practices found in the industrT.

The completed ITR remodel has allowed for management to mor:e

effectively provide a team approach to addressing ITR related work

responsibilities. In terms of priority, the single most significant rec-

ommendation that is still pending relates to the need for a modern

jail information management system. Such a system could streamline

the current process even more to a level that would be more con-

sistent with nationally recognized intake and receiving operating sys-

tems. The existing jail management systems now in use require

duplicative manual entry of required inmate-related information; do

not have the ability to merge data; and, in many circumstances, re-

quire two to three times the amount of time to enter, retrieve, and re-

view data necessary to make informed decisions.

Oþerationat impact: As noted, the ITR remodel recommer-rdation

and implementation has resulted in a reduction in staff ancl an im-

proved efficiency level within the intake, transfe¡ and release area'

Additional recommendations implemented, including the improve-

ment in the frequency and quality of inmate wellness checks, work re-

sponsibilities being completed by personnel assigned to appropriate

position classifications, and the availability of additional surveillance

cameras in the ITR and Sally Port areas, increase the security in an

area that can often times be unpredictable.

Financial imþact: The remodeling of the ITR area at the KCCF re-

portedly allowed for the elimination of the 24/7 I-fP. floor cor-rtrol

post and a property-related post assignment tÌÌat resulted in the elim-

ination of 0.5 corrections technicians. These actions eliminated 6

FTEs and produced savings estimated at $400,000. These savings were

realized from 2005 to 2007, as the remodel was competed.

Need for further study: External follow up reviews have been com-

pleted and report that the most significant limiting factor associated

with the current operation of the ITR process is the lack of an elec-

tronic integrated jail management system that can assist in streamlin-

ing the intake, data collection, and release process and enhance

effrciency levels. This issue is discussed in the information technology

section of this report.

Im p le m e ntatio n þ lan : None.
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3.3.2: MRJC Booking

Re commendations:

o Retain booking at the MRJC but reduce the hours of operation

(Operations Master Plan,2004, p. 199).

. Consolidate booking procedures at the MRJC and KCCF (Op-

erations Master Plan,2004, p. 167).

o Continue booking at the MRJC with a reduction in hours and a

reconfiguration of staffìng (2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance

16984, Section 48, Proviso 6).

Status: DAJD booking and release futtctions continue to opel:ate at

both facilities. The KCCF serves as the primary booking location for
the DAJD and operates seven days per week on a 2Çhour basis. The

M\lC booking function operates five days a week, excluding holidays,

between six and seven hours per day. Release functiol-ts occur 24

hours per day and are supported by M\fC transportation unit when

MRJC booking and release operations are closed. The facility on av-

erage provides booking and release 35 hours per week. Operating

hours at the MRJC have been adjusted since the initial recommenda-

tion as a result of the 2011 Proviso that directed continued booking

operations at the M\lC with reduced hours.

Viability: The Proviso 6 recommendation to continue operating

booking at MRJC has been implementecl. The initial recommenda-

tions have been repeatedly reviewed with the consistent recommen-

dation to continue the booking and release operatiolls at both

facilities and to operate the M\fC during select periods of time. The

primary issue is proximity to a booking facility for police agencies in

south King County. The availability of booking at the MJRC allows law

enforcement agencies in the area to quickly process their arrestees

and return to duty. By contrast, if booking was consolidated at the

KCCR these offrcers could face prolonged trips to book arrestees,

particularly during rush hour. This could diminish law enforcement

services in south King County commuuities.

Atignment with best þractices: Reducing service hours at satellite fa-

cilities is a standard best practice to achieve overall efficiencies while

preserving basic services.
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Operational impaü: The primary impact of the reduction iir working

hours at the MRJC ITR has been on King County law enforcement

agencies that typically utilize the facility for booking purposes. The

additional workload diverted to the KCCF ITR has been manageable.

Financial imþact: The implementation of Proviso 6 in 2011 reported-

ly has saved $700 thousand on an ongoing basis, compared to full-

time booking operations at the MRJC.

Need for further study: The number and type of admissions should

continue to be monitored on a regulated basis to determine the cost-

effectiveness of continuing ir-rtake and release operations at both fa-

cilities.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None

3.3.3: Classification

Re c o m rn e nd atio n : Review the county's secure detention classification

system, comparing it to other jurisdictions and national best practices

(2011Adopted Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 2).

Status: The recommendation has been implemented. The county

commissioned a study of its classification system that was conducted

by the National Institute of Corrections (NIC) in 2011. The NIC re-

port concluded the 'Jurisdiction operates a well-designed classifica-

tion system that is valid in every respect." The rePort did identi$z

areas of improvement that needed to be addressed. Our review found
DAJD's classifìcation system to be sound and malaged with adequate

resources as currently there are 23 corrections program specialists

dedicated to the classification function.

Viability: The recommendation is viable and has been implemented.

Alignment with best practices: The existing classification system in
DAJD generally aligns with industry best practices and nationally rec-

ognized classification standards. The classification instrument. is a

closely modifìed version of the classificatiorl system endorsed by the

National Institute of Corrections. It uses a verifiable objective scoring

instrument that has identified objective risk factors. It has a docu-

mented override process which requires supervisory review and has

the staff resources needed to ensure the system's integrity. The num-

ber of classification level overrides reported by staff appears to be
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performed at an appropriate level; however, we believe tracking the

number of overrides being approved on a monthly and quarterly ba-

sis should be mair-rtained to monitor the decisions being made in

comparison with the classifìcation scoring system.

Oþerational inr,pact: It is ir-r the best interest ofjails that inmates are

accurately placed into an appropriate security level (minimum, me-

dium, close, maximum or ultra) based on objective risk factors. A.n

effective inmate classification system can be used to improve the

management of a jail and enhance planning, It improves the security

and control of inmates by identifying and providing appropriate cus-

tody and surveillance levels for each group and by assisting correc-

tions staff in knowing what kind of inmates are where. Ultimately it
can reduce violence, escape, and suicide attempts in the jails and save

tax dollars.

Financial imþact: The cost of a classification system mainly resides in

the personnel needed to maintaiu the system. DAJD's classification

system has the staff resources needed to ensure classification is com-

pleted in a timely and accurate manner. The costs of failing to main-

tain a sound classificatior-ì carÌ be extensive, resulting in increased

violence toward staff and inmates, increases in inmate suicides and

escapes as well as potential litigation expenses.

Need for further study: As noted earlier, an audit of overrides should

be conducted and DAJD should make better use of aggregate classifi-

cation data in inmate housing planning.

Im p le m e ntatio n þ lan : None

3.3.4: Safety Checks.

Recommendation: Increase the frequency of inmate safety checks in

the ITR to 15 minutes. Ensure employees document the exact times

of checks instead of reporting quafter hours and ensure supetwisors

review documentation ot a regular basis. Consider a technology solu-

tion to documentation (2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 16984,

Section 48, Proviso 3).

Status: The recommendation to conduct inmate safety checks in the

ITR has been implemented; however the routine safety checks are

conducted every 30 minutes instead of every 15 minutes as recom-
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mended. DAJD staff indicated only individuals identifìed as at-risk re-

ceive a safety check every 15 minutes. Due to the improved physical

layout of the area, supplemented by surveillance technology and a

holding cell design that provides increased visibility into the cell, the

30 minute checks appear to be sufficient for routine cases. Documen-

tation veri$ring checks are provided which identi$' exact times the

checks were conducted and supervisory reviews are conducted. The

recommendation to identi$' a technology solution as a tool to pro-

vide documentation has been reviewed including the use of the pro-

posed jail management system however no ltew technology has been

identifìed or secured.

Viability: The recommendation is viable; however we agree with
DA}D that 30 minute safety checks are acceptable for most detainees,

given the current layout and operation of the ITR.

Alignment with best þractices:Absent a cànrerà system that monitors

all holding cells, a standard routine of safety checks on individuals

held in intake unit holding cells is an operational requirement in
jails. Documenting these checks can be an issue. Electronic verifica-

tion systems and guard patrol systems are a recognized best practice

that has been used in many correctional facilities to ensure tours oc-

cur and to provide an accurate record oftour data.

Oþerational impact: Maintaining the current system of 30 minut.e

checks will meet the intent of the recommendation.

Financi,al impact: A complete electronic guard duty verification sys-

tem for up to 10 check-points, including softr,vare and a reporting sys-

tem can be purchased for under $2,OOO.

Ne e d fo r furth e r study : None.

Implementation þIan: Assign to the Chief of Administration the re-

sponsibility to work with IGng County Procurement to determine

product specifications for an electronic guard duty verification sys-

tem; and then authorize him to purchase systems for the KCCF and

MRJC ITR's.
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3.4 Operations and Programs

The recommendations in this area cover a broad spectrum of issues.

On the positive side, the application of the Lean approach to rede-

signing the management and provisiou of psychiatric services in the
jail system has been an outstanding success, which has resulted in bet-

ter outcomes and substantially reduced program resource require-
ments. The D,\]D and Jail Health Service's approach to achievir-rg

these improvements should serve as a national model. F{oweve¡ we

also note the failure of the DAJD to implement recommendations to

develop emergency response teams and install critical fire safety

equipment. Both of these issues are vital elements of basic correc-

tional facility safety and security, and are routinely found in the vast

majority of large jail systems. The failure to invest resources in these

areas is a questionable risk marìagement policy,

3.4. I : Emergency Response

Re c o nt nz e nrJ atio ns

¡ Install self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA's) in sets of
two at both facilities. Assign a safety offìcer to conduct annual
staff training and maintain the SCBAs in working order (2011

Adopted Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 3).

. Develop an emergency resporìse team at each facilityi provide
the team special training and equipment (2011 Adopted
Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 3).

Status: The recommendatior-l to install SCBA's has not been imple-
mented due to unavailability of resources. SCBA's were removed from
the facilities under a previous administration based on the lack of
available training and the cost associated with maintaining the

equipment. Similarl¡ at the time of the review the recommendation
to develop emergency response teams had not been implemented.
Howeve¡ a proposed emergency response team plan has been sub-

mitted for consideration and is pending review Specific details of the

proposed plan were not provided. The current practice is to rely on

both ITR personnel and any available detention staff to assist in case

of an emergency. Staff reported there has been an increase in the

number of staff trained in the use of force and the use of a Täser

within the DA.JD during the past year, Staff assigned to both facilities
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ITR's, are identified as first responders but do not have access to nec-

essary safety equipment or training.

Viability: Each of the cited recommendations appears to be appropri-
ate, viable, and should be considered essential initiatives that would
significantly improve the safety and security of DAJD facilities.

Through the availabìlity of suffrcient resources, equipment, training,

and the development of goal-oriented policies and procedures each

of the recommendations that have not been implemented could be

attained.

Alignnt.ent witlz best practices:Operating afacilit'¡ consistent with in-

dustry best practices in safety and security should be considered a

high priority. The self-contained breathing apparatus has long been a

standard piece of safety equipment used in local detention facilities

throughout the nation in the event of a fire or an incident resulting
in hazardous breathir-rg conditions. The device allows ofÊtcers to per-
form limited duties including the completion of fire evacuation. In
detention facilities it can mean the difference between saving lives

and not saving lives. In facilities that are aligned with best practices,

policies and procedures regarding rescue and/or evacuation in case

of a fire or other hazard must be in place. Regardless of the details

identified in the policy, employees working inside the facility durir-rg a

hazardous condition should be provided necessary safety equipment

to safely and effectively do theirjob. Current DAJD practice does not
provide respiratory equipment protection. As a result the DAJD cur-

rent practice is not consistent with industry best practices.

Similarly, the use of a trained emergency response team in a largejail
is a core best practice related to assuring the safety and security of
both staff and inmates in the management of incidents and emer-

gencies that can and do occur in correctional facilities. Best practices

in facility security administration recognize the importance of quickly

and effectively responding to incidents as they occur, preventing esca-

lation of the incident and larger scale disorder. Critical functions

such as cell extractions or restraining violent offeuders for example,

are facilitated with specialized training and equipment targeted to

highly qualified correctional offrcers. It is very uncommon for a cor-

rectional system of the size and complexity of the DAJD to not main-

tain a special response team. The DAJD's nou-compliance with best
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practices in emergency response places it at a distinct disadvantage in
responding to critical incidents.

Operational imþact: Installing effective fire safety systems requires

funding and a commitment to staff development, maintaining facility

safety and obtaining appropriate respiratory equipment. The proper
use of SCBA's requires a written respirator protection program in-

cluding significant training, ongoing testing of equipment and fit
testing for employees. This all takes time, time off post assignment

and/ or overtime expenditures depending uporl the availability of
personnel. Howeve¡ as noted above, maintenance of an emergency

response system in the event of a fire is a basic lile/safeq element of
correctional facility operations and should not be considered an op-

tional expense that can be avoided. The liability associated with the

preventable loss of life in the event of a fìre in a jail would far exceed

any cost savings achieved by not funding an essential component of
an effective fìre response program

\A/ith regard to emergency response, ITR offìcers are designated as

first responders and often called upon to assist it-t the event of an

emergency. As a result the sudden removal of offìcers away from the

ITR can present the potential for liability issues. In operating an ITR
there is a great deal of unknown including who is being admitted,

when they are being admitted and how many are being admitted. As

a result the workload level varies throughout the day as does the po-

tential for high risk behavior. There may be time periods when staff
are available to respond and time periods when their response could

lead to security concerns within the ITR. An additional concern
shared by command staff was the availability of alternative detention
staff. The concern is that all staff do not have handheld two-way radi-

os and may not become aware of the emergency response situation.
As a result a limited number of staff may respond.

The recommendation indicates that rather than utilizing ITR as the

"first responders," both facilities would benefit from a designated

Emergency Response Team. Each shift would have a predetermined
number of trained emergency response officers assigned to the shift

that work a regular post until they are activated. These officers would
have the special training and equipmer-ìt to respond to such emer-

gencies. An emergency response team would specihcally benefit the

DAJD based on the current limited ongoing training provided for
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DA}D offìcers. As reported there is rìo current formalized emergency

response training beyond the limited amount of training that is pro-
vided during the initial new hire training program.

The primary elements most agencies use in emergency response

management include ensuring that detention staff are properly
trained in emergency response related areas; requiring that designat-

ed first responders are clearly identifred on the daily shift roster (i.e.

the use of an asterisk, "FR", etc.); assuring the availability of appro-

priate equipmenU and assigning first responders to intermittent posts

where they can more easily be detailed away from their normally as-

signed post duties, Implementation of this recommendation will re-

quire appropriate training, access to communication equipment
(radios), and the development of an approved emergency response

policy which defines the response protocol.

Investing in fire safety equipment and emergency response is essen-

tially a risk management decision. The DA,fD's lack of resources to

fund these functions results in the agency accepting larger risks.

Financial imþact: The cost of equipment and training for both the
SCBA's and development of emergency response teams is substantial.

The price of fully equipped SCBA units can approach $4,000. Regu-

lar maintenance is an additional charge. Use of the systems requires

initial training of 4 hours and specialized ongoing training consisting

of approximately 4 hours per year. The cost of establishing a SCBA

system will depend on the number of units as well as the number of
staff to be trained in their use. The recommendation for two units in
both ITR's would result in an equipment cost estimated at $16,000.
SCBA's are required to be used in pairs. Assuming 2 ITR officers on
each shift (3 shifts at KCCF and I shift at MRJC) receive SCBA train-
ing, this total 13 staff. Annual training costs for these staff, at an over-

time rate of $53.11 per hour, would result in a cost of $$5,500, for a

total program cost of $21,500.

Emergency resporÌse team cost is more a matter of the training re-

quired and the number of staff elected for the teams. Most large cor-

rectional facilities maintain a Aperson emergency resporìse team on
each primary shift. Three shifts x (4) seven-day posts (they should be

assigned to intermittent posts) equals about 20 staff in total. Tiaining
requirements total approximately B hours per month. The time re-
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quirements for training then are estimated at 1,920 hours annually.

Covering this with overtime, assuming an hourly rate of $53.11, re-

sults in a training cost of $102 thousand.

Emergency resporÌse teams have been shown to reduce staff injuries

in responding to incidents. The use of qualified personnel operating

effectively can reduce the number of workman's compensation and

light duty cases that result from untrained staff.

Nee d for further study: None.

Imþlementation Strategy; Development of SCBA and emergency re-

sponse capability begins with the development of policy and proce-

dures to establish the parameters of the programs, equipment

requirements, and operational design. The Operations Commancler

of the KCCF should lead this effort, supported by the Sergeant in
charge of the Policy and Training Unit. Once policy has been devel-

oped, the DAJD Deputy Director should lead training development.

The Chief of Administration should work with the Performance,

Strategy and Budget Offrce to obtain funding, and with County Pro-

curement to speci$r and manage the acquisition of required equip-

ment.

3.4. 2 : Psychiatric Services

Re commendatiou Explore options for reducing costs of psychiatric

services within the Jail (2012 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 17232,

Proviso 3).

This proviso recommendation directed the DAJD to review programs

serwing the DAJD's psychiatric population and evaluate proposed op-

tions for:

1. Alternative staffing plans to reduce costs associated with these

detention populations;

2. Potential capital improvements that could result in reduce

costs;

3. The potential use of Jail Health staff for provision of supervi-

sion of these populations; and

4. Policy changes needed for the county to defer or transfer ap-

propriate inmate-patien ts with psychiatric needs.
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D{lD andJail Health Services (JHS) addressed these options in aJuly

3I, 2012, report. By that time, some piecemeaì chaÍrges had been

made that reduced staffìng and costs, but it was recognized that a full
and common understanding of the entire jail process related to psy-

chiatric services and housing was needed to attain greater effrcien-

cies. The Psychiatric Services Array project was launched in March

2012 to provide that comprehensive system view. The approach used

a Lean management process improvement engaging staff from Jail
Health and DAJD to work together to improve operations. Along the

way, recommendations have been implemented, resulting in some

remarkable changes rendering the prior cost saving options obsolete.

Status: Psychiatric services within the King County Jail have under-

gone signifìcant changes over the last year vs a result of the Psychiat-

ric Services Array project. The Psychiatric Services Array project
addressed the flow and management and significantly reduced the

volumes of psych inmate-patients.

Table 9. Volumes of tn

lnmates in psych housing on 15-minute checks 78 4

lnmate-patients in psych housing 1 60-1 80 75

These changes represent a 56 percent decrease in total psych popula-

tion and a 95 percent decrease in the population requiring 15-

minute checks.

The DAJD and JHS achieved these changes through a coordinated

review of the entire system for identifying and treating inmates with
mental health issues. The Psychiatric Services Array project mapped

out the Intake/-[ransfer/Release process and found a number of are-

as that were inefficient. The Array project found that the population
in psych housing was greatly reduced by doing a more comprehen-

sive mental health screening at intake, simplifying the housing op-

tions, developing and applying more consistent criteria for who goes

into psych housing, improving coordination of critical handoffs

throughout the system, and creating a collaborative working envi-

ronment between DAJD andJHS, Now, the psychiatric service focuses

on hospital-level care, rather than having the additional responsibility

for those inmates who are managing their behavior and do not have

acute mental illness.
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Tocla;,What's Clrangecl A year a¡¡c1...

Table 10.

Types of psych housing

n nmate housi

...there were seven different types
of psych housing. On 7E alone,
there were three. Clinicians didn't
have a clear set of criteria for
placement across this wide array

of housing options: psych receiv-
ing, isolation, acute, sub-acute/
sheltered, group, and transitional.
Furthermore, there was a lack of
communication between DAJD

and JHS staff on who was on 15-
minute check.

Psych housing is simplified into
three levels:
1 . Red-most at risk for suicide,
sees therapist every day
2, Yellow-major mental illness

and severe functional issues, seen

1xlweek for therapy, 4xlweek by a

Psych Evaluation Specialist (PES)

3. Creen-acute mental illness
with moderate functional impair-
ment, group programming intro-
duced

Psych receiving and 15-minute
checks

... inmate-patients held in Psych

Receiving were there for any
number of reasons: they were
mentally ill, they were uncooper-
ative at intake, staff would defer
assignment to other units. Be-

cause of the uncertainty of their
dispositions, all were placed on
15-minute watches.

...with more comprehensive
mental health screening at intake
and the clarity of criteria for who
goes in-to Red, Yellow, or Creen
housing is much clearer, and

psych receiving is no longer
needed.

Communication and training be-

tween DAJD and JHS

...managing the psych population
was challenged by the lack of
effective communication between
DAJD and JHS staff

...working together in the Psychi-

atric Services Array using Lean
process improvement has con-
tributed greatly in opening up
communication at all levels be-

tween DAJD and JHS. DAJD of-
ficers are now being trained in
how to deal effectively with psych

inmate-patients.

With the psych inmate-patients numbers greatly reduced, especially

on 15-minute checks, alternate staffing plans, capital improvements

to reduce costs, ãnd policy changes aimed at reducing psych volumes

are no longer needed.

Viabilitl: The greater efficiency gained by implementing the Loop 1

and 2l of the Psychiatric Services Array project has allowed a shift in

philosophy to occur. Now the focus is on identifying who is at risk and

treating them, rather than assessing and waiting for an incident.

Loop 3 will focus on stabilization of the inmate-patients as they transi-

Loop I focused on Intake and Assessment. Loop 2 focused on Housing,

Care and Securiry.
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tion back into the community. So far, there have been no major nega-

tive repercussions in other housing units or operations because of the

Psychiatric Services Array changes. When something needs to be ad-

dressed, the system is "tweaked" before it becomes a major issue. The

changes brought about by the Psychiatric Services Array project seem

to be viable. They have resulted in streamlined processes, placement
of inmate-patients in the right setting to achieve the best possible

olrtcomes, and staffing effrciency, The improved DAJD andJHS work-
ing relationships at all levels promoting transparency, collaboration,

and respect helps ensure the ongoing viability of the program chang-

es. The program of char-rges to the management of psychiatric care

at the DAJD is definitely viable and effective.

Alignnt.ent with best practices: Using a Lean approach to retooling
processes is an innovative approach to jail system operational analysis.

The Lean approach was developed in the automobile mauufacturing
industry and has been shown to be effective in a range of settings.

Lean has been used in healthcare for a number of years where the

focus on gaining operational efficiency and improving user experi-

er-ìce are paramount. The dramatic changes ir-r managing the psych

population that has occurred over the last year are arguably "best

practice" with compelling statistics to show improvement. The bene-

fits of increased collaboration and the improved working relation-

ships between the DAJD and JHS staff that historically have been at

cross-purposes are tremendous.

In this regard, D,\|D's use of the Lean approach in realigning psych

service processes is a model for correctional systems seeking to
achieve substantial work process efficiencies and productivity im-

provemer-ìts. The successful use of Lean by DAJD in effect sets a "best

practice " standard for corre ctional system administration.

Oþerational impact: To say the jail is not a treatment facility is not ac-

curate.JHS does provide health care treatment even though thejail is

not considered a therapeutic environment. With the efficiencies

gained through the Array project,JHS has achieved the following op-

erational improvements:

o JHS is able to devote 1.5 FTEs to trying to get those mentally ill
inmate-patients who need it into hospital beds at release from
the jail;
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o Providers are able to spend more time on clinical interactions

and less time on documentation, Prior to the Array project,

documenting a single 5-minute encounter, would øke 40

minutes. Now, with the creation of note templates, documenta-

tion is reduced to 10 minutes;

o The psych outpatient clinic backlog at both KCCF and MRJC

has been eliminated; and

o It is possible to provide higher levels of treatment.

There are a number of efforts being undertaken by JHS to connect

their patients to programs and services in the community. The payoff

will be better outcomes for their patients and, over time, fewer in-
mates presenting with psychiatric issues. Examples include:

¡ Improved placement of acutely mentally ill in need of ongoing

hospital treatment in community beds;

. Enrolling eligible jail inmate-patients in health plans as the AÊ

fordable Care Act is implemented. Assisting inmate-patients in
enrolling in Medicaid or a subsidized Exchange plan will be

one step closer to assuring access to care in the community;

o Working with community providers on continuity of care for
mentally ill offenders, recognizing thatjail is one stop in their
journey.

On the DAJD side, the operational impact due to the reduction of
inmates in l5-minute watch status from the high 70s to fewer than 10

has been significant in reducing operational staffrng requirements,

This improvement has made the DAJD's ongoing reduction in stafÊ

ing and overtime over the last year possible.

As shown in the table below, when Loop 1 started in December 2012,

there were 12 posts as-signed to l5-minute checks. By June 2013,

there were 3 posts, resulting in a reduction of 9 posts assigned for 15-

minute watches.

Table 1 1. S of level for 1 5-mintue checks

F07-E 15" CK 1 3 0

F07-E 15" CK2 )J 0

33

June 201 3Psyclr Support Post Lev<¡ls Dec 2012

F07-N 15" CK 1
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Table 1 1.

FO7-N 15" CK2

of level chan for 15-mintue checks

3 0

Daily Post Level Totals 12 3

Table 12

F07-E MtO

hot of level c other

J

FO7-E RELF )J 0

F07-N MrO 3

FO7-N RELF )J a
-¡

F1 O-N RELF

Daily Post Level Totals 7

In total, Psych Support posts went from 19 to 12 since the Psychiatric

Services Array Loop 1 project was implemented. Note that these fig-

ures do not include constant watch or coverage of those housed in
the infirmary and are in addition to the base staffing of 19 Posts for
the 7th floor.

In addition, the intent is to provide training for crisis intervention
every year and ongoing training for custody offìcers in managing the

psych population.

Financial imþact: The Psychiatric Services Array aligned staff re-

sources and work processes with best clinical practices in order to
improve inmate-patient outcomes. Some areas have already had a di-

rect impact on reducing staff hours and costs, such as the reduction
of inmate-patients on 15-minute checks. Other realignment will in-

crease staff needs, at least in the near term, for programs like enrol-

ling inmate-patients for Medicaid or other health insurance cover-

age. Long term, costs will be reduced by investing now in enrolling
inmate-patients, providing a greater level of psychiatric services and

therapeutic environment while in jail-made possible by creating

more efficiency in how providers spend their time, and connecting

with community providers as inmate-patients transition out of jail,

because fewer inmates will present with psychiatric issues. JHS sta"ff is

documenting measurable outcomes to be able to track effectiveness

over time. For example, recidivism rates by individual inmate-patients

0

9

June 20.13Psych Su¡rport Post Leverls Dec 2012

June 201 3Psych Su¡r¡rott Post Lerrels Dec 2012
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will be documented before and after implementation of the Psychiat-

ric Services Array process changes.

As described above, the DAJD is experiencing significatlt manpower:

savings from the reduction in 15-minute checks, enabling a recluction

in both FTEs and overtime. Further analysis is required to precisely

identify the amount of savings directly attributable to the Lean pro-

cess changes on custody staffrng requirements.

Need for further study: Loop 3 of the Psychiatric Services Array pro-

ject will focus on stabilization of the inmate-patient. "Closing the

loop" for the entire psychiatric services inmate-patient journey will

enable the JHS and DAJD to assess the full impact of the project.

Plans are underway,to use Lean process improvement on the medical

services. The Array project has shown such great success in achieving

goals; applyng a similar process to other non-medical areas of jail
operations holds great potential for achieving additional operational

efficiencies.

Ne e d fo r furth e r study : Already in place.

3.4.3: Women in Detention

Recommendation: Evaluate issues of importance to women in deten-

tion (Operations Master Plan,2004, p. 193).

This recommendation followed the work of a King County \Momen's

Advisory Board that was commissioned in 2001 to review issues relat-

ed to services for women who are incarcerated. A report was written

and findings and recommendations were made concerning a fairly
broad scope of women's irs.res.2 The report's recommendations cov-

ered a wide array of areas, but can be summarized as follows:

. Establish more affordable housing options for women leaving

jail, including clean and sober housing for women with chil-

dren and women in domestic abuse situations.

2 
,qn Analysis of Services for Women in the King County Adult Detention Sys-

tem, I(ng County Worren's Advisory Board, 2001
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o Improve discharge planning and linkages between women be-

ing discharged from jail, including community supports and

resources.

o Increase mental health services for women in and out ofjail.

o Provide more chemical dependency treatment opportunities

for women in and out ofjail.

o Provide more small-group counseling opportunities for women

in jail to address issues such as domestic violence, life skills, selÊ

esteem, job readiness, and selÊcare.

Additional issues presented by the advisory board members con-

cerned the assignment of additional female officers to supervise the

female detainees versus the current practice of having a mixture of
the male and female offrcers supervising the detainees, Concern was

also raised that female inmates may not be receiving equal program

opportunities that are available to males, because female inmates

constitute a much smaller number than males. The needs of female

offenders relating to programs and services is complicated by the fact

that female offenders generally serve shorter sentences than males

and the time available for case management and treatment is often

insuf'ficient to impact the needs of the offender. This is an area that

was raised by this group as an issue that complicated providing fe-

male offenders the serwices.

Status: The issue of female offender programming and treatment is
evolving and ongoing. DAJD has added a number of programs for
female offenders in the 9 years since this recommendation was made.

Recently a domestic violence program and a GED program for fe-

male offenders have been initiated. Development of programs for
females as well as male offenders has been challenged by a lack of re-

sources, and as a result, most program delivery in the DAJD is provid-

ed by volunteers. The DAJD continues to work with the Womett's

Advisory Board to identi$' program needs and address the issues con-

tained in the report.

Viabilitl: The recommendations contained in the Advisory Board

Report are designed to improve services and service delivery for fe-

male offenders. However there are a number of factors that inhibit
successful implementation and limit the viability of the recommenda-

tions. Many of the recommendations are not within the control of
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DAJD and can only be provided by community service organizations

in the community that are not connected to the justice system. These

are social issues that are qpically not addressed in the criminal justice

system. These issues are best managed by collaboration bet\t/een

community serwice organizatiorìs, government, and the criminal jus-

tice system and can be coordinated by DA}D by improving case man-

agement and discharge planning activity as women offenders are

released. Success on this issue is further inhibited by the fact that

many women detainees are released after short stays, and the oppor-

tunity for case management to intervene is limited.

Alignment with best þrartices: Providing services to female offenders

and developing community linkages between criminal justice and so-

cial service organizations are acknowledged best practices. Recogni-

tion that female offenders are typically subject to abuse aud have a

need for domestic abuse protection and treatment, substance abuse

selices, mental health services, and parenting assistance is wide-

spread. The development of collaboration between social setwice

agencies in the community, along with government agencies to in-

clude corrections is certainly in alignment with best practices we have

observed.

Oþerational impact: The benefits of improving services and pro-

grams for female offenders, especially in the areas of mental health

services, substance abuse, and discharge planning are of great im-

portance to reducing recidivism and providing opportunities for an

offender's successful return to the community. The presence of these

programs and community linkages can enhance the offender's re-

covery. As stated above, one of the m{or issues facing the provision
of services to this population is the limited time that staff has to make

connections with these offenders as their incarceration and release

often take place in close proximity with one another. Once the oÊ

fender is released, DAJD no longer has the authority and responsibil-

ity for addressing her issues.

Financial imþact: One of the diffrculties with enhancing services for
female offenders is that many of the programs that would benefit

them occur in the community and are subject to financing from enti-

ties other than the county. The county certainly has authority and re-

sponsibility to improve serwices on-site at the two jail facilities. Many

of the services that are needed, however, are provided by not-for-
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profit organizations and governmental entities that provide funding
for social service activities.

Ne e d for further study

. The 2013 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 77232, Proviso 3 called

for the development of options for investing monies ìnto evi-

dence-based services that reduce recidivism ar-rd provide effec-

tive reentry for incarcerated individuals and individuals leaving

incarceration and returning to the community. The DAJD's re-

sponse to this proviso specifrcally prioritized the development
of new programming for female offenders who have been vic-

tims of domestic violence.

o The DAJD has committed to further study of the issue of pro-
gramming for female offenders. The Department will add an

Inmate Welfare Fund Coordinator who will perform a gap-

analysis of potential disparities between female and male pro-
gramming in the coming year.

¡ Evaluate the specific recommendations of the \Momen's Adr,rso-

ry Board and determine what programs and activities have

been funded, as well as those deferred and/ or not funded.

¡ Evaluate the need for further working group activity and re-

finement of recommendations.

. Review and evaluate mental health services on-site at the DAJD

facilities and note any improvements made in terms of funding
and operations metrics.

. Study the effects of attempted enhancements of improving
linkages between the criminal justice system and social setwice

organizations in the community that provide serwices to female

offenders.

o Evaluate the impact of other programs for female offenders to

include substance abuse treatment, domestic violence treat-

ment, case management, and educational programs.

o Conduct further evaluation of housing options for female oÊ

fenders, as well as the availability of program space to conduct

expanded treatment.
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. One department cannot address the various issues. A compre-

hensive approach with participation from King County agen-

cies, the courts, community setwices and non-profit
organizations would increase the likelihood of success.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None

3.4.4:Pohcy and Procedure Review

Recommendation: Appoint a management level person to maintain

the policies and procedures; all policies should be reviewed on an

annual basis and revised as needed; develop a brief daiìy program to
review a different policy each day (2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance
16984, Section 48, Proviso 3, p. 12) .

Status: This recommendation was made as part of the Intake, Tians-

fer, and Release review, under Proviso 3, in September 2011. The
recommendation indicated that policies and procedures were ava\la-

ble to staff online; however, limited opportunities were available for
staff to review these policies. Its premise is that the DAJD could be at

risk of having staff perform outside the established policies as a result

of the lack of a formal policy review process.

The recommendation has been partially implemented through the

designation of staff to maintain policies and procedures, The DAJD

has designated a sergeant at the KCCF under the Policy and Tiaining
Unit to have split responsibilities to include daily oversight of manag-

ing policy and procedures. Policies are in the process of review and

are reported to be updated as needed. Daily briefings remain at ap-

proximately five minutes and prìmarily involve verification of attend-

ance and post assignmerìts. Formal opportunities to review and

discuss policies are limited, although policies are accessible and re-

main available for staff to review

Viabìlity: The opportunity to review and discuss overall policies in
formal setting remains limited due to the design of the current staff

training program and short period of time where detention staff are

in attendance at the daily briefìng. Summary presentations may occa-

sionally be presented during the briefing period. In the absence of a
more comprehensive approach to staff training, the viability of effec-

tively orienting staff on system policies and procedures will be prob-
lematic.
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Ali.gnment with best þractices:Most jurisdictions operating in align-

ment with industry recognized best practices provide a combinatiott

of ongoing policy review and staff trair-ring to ensure personnel are

made aware of established policies. This includes designating staff to

ensure policies and procedures are maintained, are altllually re-

viewed for modificatior-r if necessary by department command per-

sonnel, and are disseminated to staff in a manner to increase the

effectiveness of the facilities communication system. Most often the

forum used to share policy updates is during formal training sessions

and during pre-shift briefings that are traditionally longer than five

minutes in duration.

Currently the DAJD provides personnel with the opportunity to re-

view policies; however, it is designed more as an elective process than

as a formal process that ensures personnel are familiar with updated

policy and policy changes. As a result, it is difficult to ensure all staff

are familiar with approved procedures that are designed to assist em-

ployees in successfully carrying out their assignments. Consistent with

best practices is the fact that the staff is now reviewing policies, and

designated staff are responsible for maintaining the integrity of the

DAJD policies.

Operational impact: A significant portion of the recommendation

submitted in the proviso has been implemented. Staff responsibilities

have been expanded to include the maintenance and updating of
policies and procedures. Although opportunities are available for
staff to review existing and revised policies, those opportunities re-

quire a level of staff initiative of which the staff do not always take ad-

vantage. Expanding opportunities for staff to become familiar with
key operating þolicies and procedures would benefit the DAJD by in-

creasing officer compliance with management?rescribed rules for
operational performance. Most often the forum used to share policy

updates in most correctional systems is during formal training ses-

sions and pre-shift briefìngs that are traditionally longer than five

minutes. The issue of training is discussed elsewhere in this rePort.

Financial imþact: Developing a mear-ringful training program that

provides adequate policy orientation for staff will take staff away from
regularly scheduled post assignments. To assure post coverage during
staff training will require additional overtime or FTEs. Assuming 24

hours of annual training to cover annual review of policies and up-
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dated procedures, the additional offìcer time required to meet this

need would be approximately 18,000 hours. Assuming an overtime

hourly rate of $53.11, this level of training would cost approximately

$1 million. Building this training into the relief factor and hiring
FTEs to cover the additional staff requirements would require ap-

proximately 12 additional staff at an estimated annual cost of cost

$35.i1 per hour or $BB4 thousand. Expanding the pre-shift briefing
by an adclitional 10 minutes, two days per week, for an expanded pre-

shift briefing to cover policy odentation would require staff to work
8.24 hours per shift orì average and result in an increased cost of ap-

proximately $185 thousand in overtime.

Need forfurther studlt: None.

Imþlementatiorz þlan: Explore the option of expanding the pre-shift
briefing on select days (not more than two days per week) for the
purpose of staff development and policy review and familiarization.
Negotiate the increase in pre-shift briefing time with the union. Ad-
just the overtime budget to cover the additional expense. The Ser-

geant over the Policy and Tiaining Unit should develop brief training
materials on key policies that can be addressed in the pre-shift brieÊ
irg.

3.4.5: Food Service

Re commendations.

o Explore the feasibiliry and cost-effectiveness of using the
cook/chill system at MRJC and operating KCCF and juvenile
detention kitchens as rethermalization facilities (Adult Deten-

tion Operatior-ral Master Plan, p. 127).

o Based on the consultant's interpretation of a recent change in
state law, contract the preparation of food for all detention fa-

cilities. (Adult Detention Operational Master Plan, p. I27).

These recommendations were included in the 2004 Adult Detention
Operational Master Plan. The report was unable to determine
whether the use of cook/chill methods would, in fact, provide signifi-
cant savings and recommended further study of the issue. The report
also compared the food costs in the DAJD to those in Pierce County
where the food operations had been privatized. Based on this com-

parison, the report estimated a possible annual savings of between
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$526 thousand and $762 thousand per year through privatization of
food service.

Status:The existing cook/chill system has never been fully utilized in
DAJD. A study commissiorred in 2006 to evaluate DAJD's ability to use

the existing cook/chill system concluded that while the cook/chill
system could be reinstituted in DAJD, it would require significant ex-

penditures and was not feasible. Today, much of the cook/chill
equipment is obsolete and unusable.

DAJD management has considered potential privatization of food
service as a means to reduce spending. Based on the Department's
analysis, further exploration of privattzation is not being considered

at this time.

Viability: Cook,/chill systems were developed in the 1970's as an al-

ternative to the traditional cook and serve method of food service. In
the cook,/chill process, food is first fully cooked and then is chilled.
At a later time when the food is to be served, it is reheated in a pro-
cess called rethermalization. Cook/chill requires a large kitchen that
can prepare bulk food, blast chillers or tumbler chillers to "quick
chill" the cooked food, large refrigeration units to store the cooked

food, and reheatir-rg units near each point where food is served. Be-

cause of its stated ability to bulk prepare and chill the food,
cook/chill lends itself to a centralized food production operation.
The operation of a cook/chill system can be complicated and specific

training is required. Additionally, there are food preparation re-

quirements that exist specifically for a cook/chill environment.

The Regional Justice Center was originally intended to be a central
food preparation center with distribution to KCCF and the juvenile
facility, and its original design included the installation of cook/chill
equipment. However, the centralized food concept was never imple-
mented as facilities continued to cook and ser-ve food for their own

population. As a result, the cook,/chill equipment has been sparingly

used over the years.

As reported by the DAJD Food Services Supervisor, several factors

have arisen since 2004 that limìt the viability of resurrecting the exist-

ing cook/chill system;
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. Much of the original cook/chill equipment is no longer com-

patible with the facilities energ-y system. Since the cook/chill
equipment was installed, both MRJC and KCCF have been con-

verted from steam heat to gas. Much of the original cook/chill
equipment operated on steam heat and as a result will no

Ionger function. Additionally, the chiller can no longer be

maintained because a vendor canrìot be found to service it.

o The juvenile facility has specific USDA requirements for their
meals, and their menu is significantly different from the adult

detention facilities. Therefore, a central cook,/chill operation

would not be able to prepare meals for the juvenile facility.

. Only nvo of the three daily meals in adult deteution are hot
meals. The lunch meal is a cold sandwich which would not
benefìt from cook/chill.

. Special diets represent 10 to 15 percent of the meals prepared

by DA,fD. Due to the specialized nature of these meals, they

would not be prepared using cook/chill.

A study completed for the department in 2006 evaluated the poten-

tial to begin full-scale cook/chill production from M\|C. This evalua-

tion listed several conclusions:

o The original staffrng levels upon which the decision to pur-

chase and install cook-chill equipment in the Regional Justine
Center signifìcantly understated the real food serwice sta-ffìng

neecls.

. Cook/chill food preparation is potentially a viable option for
large operations where economies-oÊscale can ofßet the large

initial costs associated with the space and equipment require-

ments. Howeve¡ for smaller operations, cookr/chill does not
appear to be cost-effective and may have serious drawbacks.

o There are a limited number of meals and a limited variety of
meals that can be made using the existing DA]D cook/chill
equipment.

If the county were still interested in cook/chill, it would likely have to

purchase an entirely new system at a significant expense. Cook/chill
equipment is known to have a very high up-front cost for the equip-

ment and is installation, and these costs can quickly rise to over $1
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million. The obsolescence of the original equipment, along with the

expense of replacing it, makes this recommendation no longer feasi-

ble.

Regarding privatization, before any recommendation can be provid-

ed to contract for food services, a thorough study of the costs and

ber-refits of privatization versus the current model should be under-

taken. Simply comparing current food cost per meal to private ven-

dors ignores many other factors that must be considered before a

definitive decision could be made. Privatized food ser-vices have been

in existence in jail and prison systems for decades and exist across the

country and internationally. They have been found to be a viable al-

ternative to the locally operated model as they often result in lower

overall food costs to an agency. However, the ultimate lesponsibility

for the quality and content of food remains with the agency. This

means that even in a private food operation, D{D would still neecl to

provide strict monitoring of food quality and content and ensure that

safety and sanitation are maintained.

In addition to the cost per meal, a department evaluation of private

vs. local food production must consider a number of factors includ-

ing:

. The quality of food served. Food quality has a direct impact on

the morale of staff and the attitudes of inmates. Palatable, nu-

tritious food can help ensure the improved operation of a cor-

rectional facility. Whether using private vendors or locally

operated kitchens, the quality of food served has been identi-

fied as a component of many m4jor jail and prison disturb-

ances in past decades.

. Portion size. Portion size, just like food quality, can have an im-

pact on the attitudes of inmates and the overall tenor of afacil-

iry'

o Accuracl of billings. In the past, some privatized food services

operations have been charged with overcharging' For some

cases, this was tied to faulty comPonents of the contractual

agreement with the vendor.

. Staff turnover. Staff hired by private food vendors can have

lower salaries than the public employees they replace. This can
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lead to higher turnover and interfere with the ability to provide
quality food products.

o Costs of staff in the current model compared with costs of staff
in the private model. In the private model, the analysis must al-

so account for the costs associated with monitoring the food
servlces contract.

The other issue that affects the viability of this recommendation is its

impact on organized labor. Local food service staff are members of
the local union, while staff employed by a private fìrm are usually not
unionized. Therefore, privatizing does impact the local bargaining
units and would likely be strongly opposed by their membership. The

impact of a m{or privatization initiative upon the DAJD's relations

with its stafÏ labor organizations is a serious corlcern, which must be

taken into account in any consideration of potential benefis. Wìth
this caveat, privatization is a viable option for achieving efficiencies in
DAJD food service delivery

Alignment with best þractices: One of the advertised benefits of
cook/chill is that it can reduce staffìng costs and often cook / chill
vendors indicate this savings can offset or surpass the initial cost of
the cook/chill equipment. While this staff savings may exist in a hos-

pital setting, or in 
^ 

very large scale production kitchen, it has not
been routinely found in correctional settings. For a hospital, staff

members cook the food in a central kitchen and distribute it to hos-

pital wings throughout the day. Because food is prepared in advance

in a cook/chill system, experienced cooks may not need to work dur-

ing all hours of operation. This allows for less experienced and less

expensive employees to be hired for reheating the food and working
on tray-line, making it a cheaper scenario than having to batch-cook

food throughout the day. In ajail setting, the ability to separate expe-

rienced cooks from less experienced cooks is not always feasible. Ad-

ditionally, food service staff in corrections are not only responsible

for food preparation but also have an equally important secondary

responsibility of providing training, oversight, and monitoring of the

inmates working in food services. Even when food is not being pro-

duced, such as during clean up or serving, kitchen staff must be pre-

sent to oversee their inmate workers. Therefore, we are unable to

verify if any staff time savings result from the installation of a

cook/chill system in a correctional setting.
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Through our experiences reviewing the operations of numerous jails

across the country we have seen cook,/chill operations fully in use

and also we have seen some that stand unused. For example, in Mari-

copa CounLy, Arizona, the countyjail system has cook,/chill installed,

and its Food Factory was originally planned to be a cook/chill pro-
duction center. However, this food production model is not in use,

and the original cook/chill equipment has either been modified for
their current food preparation use or is unused. On the other hand,

Miami-Dade County has four main jails and uses a partially central-

ized food preparation system. One of the larger jails has cook/chill
equipment installed and prepares and chills bulk food and tray food
to be reheated at some of the other facilities. The food services su-

pervisor in Miami-Dade is very pleased with how their system func-
tions, but has no estimates for any savings cook/chill may generate

over a normal cook/serve operation.

The issue of privatization and best practices is complicated. In many

cases, private food firms can have a lower cost per meal due to their
buying power, consistency of practices, lower personnel costs, and

adherence to strict portion control. Comparing cost per meal across

organizations, however, can be misleading as there often are different
methods involved in the calculation. The DAJD staff states that no
fixed cost per meal with labor included has been developed. The
Food Services Supervisor iudicated that the cost of raw materials

needed per meal is approximately $0.79. This amount appears to be

lower than the cost per meal found in many correctional systems. For
example, a2013 study of food services ìn state departments of correc-

tions performed by the Association of State Correctional Administra-
tors (ASCA) found raw food costs ranging from as low as $0.55 per
meal (Alabama) to $1.51 (Georgia). The average raw food cost per
meal was $0.99 per meal.

However, when comparing meal costs to the rates charged by private

vendors, labor cost must be factored into the equation. At this point
it becomes more complicated to estimate DAJD's cost per meal in-
cluding labor. Currently there are 31 staff employed in food services

in DAJD. Assuming their average salary and benefits total $60,000 per
employee, and assuming the agency prepared 2,487,701 meals last

year, then labor adds another $0.75 to each meal bringing the total
cost per meal including labor to $1.59, or #4.37 per day. This is avery
rough approximation of system food service costs. Any serious analy-
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sis of the potential benefits of privatization would necessitate a much

more rigorous analysis of actual DAJD food and labor costs. A 2009

survey of contracted jail food ser-vice in large jails ranging in popula-

tion from 1,335 to 3,567 found an average daily food service cost (in-

cluding labor) of $3.01 per meal. Even taking into account some

modest rise in cost since 2009, the daily cost of contracted food ser-

vice in large jails appears to be significantly below the level spent by

King County.

Table 13. Food service costs

Wake 1,335 $1,890,177 $3.B8

Prince Ceorge's 1,460 $1,383,883 $2.60

Mecklenburg 2,496 $3,977 ,685 $4.37

Davidson 3,567 $3,054,662 $2.34

Travis 2,434 $2,083,92O s2.34

Average 2,258 $2,478,065 $3.01

Despite the cost advantages provided l:y pnvatization, it is not fair to
conclude that privatization is an industry best practice, Considera-

tions of food quality, accountability, and labor relations are significant

factors that have led many large jurisdictions to continue to operate

their food services, despite apparent cost savings. These considera-

tions must be given significant weight in any evaluation of the Poten-
tial utility of privatization. It is our opinion that DAJD should give

consideration to the potential to contract our food services. They

should conduct an evaluation of the benefits and detriments of pri-
vatized food services that does not solely focus on food costs.

Oþerational imþact: A cook/chill food system would have considera-

ble impact on the operation of the DAJD food services and its daily
jail actions. If this system was centralized, food service staff would

have to be retrained to learn the food preparation and safety re-

quirements of cook/chill. Additionally, some food services stafi from
the remote sites may need to be reassigned to the central kitchen lo-

cation, and delivery staffwould be needed to transport food from the

main production center to the serving sites. A food transportation

system would also need to be acquired and maintained to ensure the

proper temperatures are held during transportatìon twenty (20)

miles from the MRJC facility. A study of the electrical system would be
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needed to ensure it could handle the electrical draw needed by

cook/chill equipment.

Secondly, there is the concern that food quality from a cook/chill sys-

tem is lower than the quality from a cook and serve kitchen. Patient

sur-veys in hospitals have found that food prepared frozen and re-

heated using cook/chill does not taste as fresh and often has an unu-

sual texture. The quality of food served to staff and inmates is an

important factor in the operation of the facility. Most stafTin jails tip-
ically cannot leave grounds for lunch so are limited to food they carry

in or food served in the kitchen. For inmates, the food options are

even fewer, and poor food quality has been identifìed as a key issue in
many of the serious incidents that have occurred in jails and prisous

in past decades.

Privatizing the food services operation does not remove King County

from responsibility for the food produced. Poor quality or inadequate

portion sizes, whether prepared by the current coullty staff or by a
private firm, could have an impact on the overall operation of DA,]D.

Financial impact: The expense of a new cook/chill system, food
transportation vehicles and re-heating stations would be significant

with little verifiable long-term savings to the county. However, based

on the data reviewed, privatization could reduce the average cost per

meal by a significant amount and result in substantial savings. The

amount of this estimated saving is dependent upon DAJD developing

an accurate cost per meal based on actual expenditures that can be

compared to private vendor's prices.

Need for further study; If the county desires to further study the po-

tential use of cook/chill, we recommend they visit locations that have

successfully implemented similar systems. Further, prior to any actiol
on this recommendation, further study is needed in the following ar-

eas:

o The agency should develop a cost per meal using the factors

Lypically identified in the cost per meal that includes raw food
costs, supplies (napkins, utensils, trays, etc.), and labor.

. The department should conduct a study of the fìnancial and

non-financial costs and benefits of private vs. public operation

of its food services.
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As noted above, any privatization initiative needs to be evaluated in
the context of the current labor issues facing a jurisdiction. Effective

marÌagement of any correctional system requires good management

relations with line staff, ensuring that both parties are aligned in
terms of work approach. The cost savings that may be achieved

through privatization of food service can easily be offset by the opera-

tional and management problems caused by a hostile la-

bor / managemen t relationship.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None.

3.4.6: Court Detail

R.ecommendation: Savings in court detail depend primarily on other
agencies reducing their requests for transports. Work with the courts

and jail health services to identi$u potential efficiencies (Operations

Master Plan, 2004, p. 1 70 ) .

Status: This recommendation requires a signifìcant level of coopera-

tion and the willingness to recognize the value to providing an effi-

cient cooperative venture from multiple entities including, in part,

representatives from Superior Court; District Court; DAJD; Jaìl
Health Services; and a multitude of communiry health ser^vice repre-

sentatives. \4rhile strides have been made to a limited degree with

representatives from the District Court and Jail Health Services on

achieving effrciencies in court detail operations, the issue does not
appear to be a priority. No formal discussions on this issue are taking

place within the CriminalJustice Council.

ViabiliQ: The recommendation presel-ìts a challenge as the issue re-

quires a commitment from representatives across the entire criminal
justice system. The DAJD's role is primarily that of providing a ser-

vice, making certain the inmate is present when requested, rather

than as the sole source leading to enhanced efficiency. Workload re-

sponsibilities are most often determined by entities outside the DAJD,

and the viability of this recommendation is dependent upon the

commitment made by those entities involved. As such, the viability of
the recommendation is uncertain.

Alignment with best practices: In recognizing best practices in this

arez, it is essential that court, medical, and detention staff work co-

operatively in the design and implementation of the transport system.
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This requires mutual understanding of limitations and the costs asso-

ciated with operating outside the system. At a minimum, on-going

formal and informal discussions should occur; written policies and

procedures should be developed that govern the transportation from
both outside the facilities and from one facility to the next; proce-

dures should emphasize safety and timely access to courts and ser-

vices; electronic scheduling should be used; sufficient staffing levels

should be available to maintain compliance with the approved

transport procedures; and video technology should be considered

when possible.

The current transport,/court detail division as reported appears to be

operating in line with some of the better jail jurisdictions. Best prac-

tice policies and procedures have been established and are reported

to be routinely followed; staffing levels dedicated to the division did
not appear to be significantly deficient, although a post analysis was

not completed; qualified leadership was available; and on-going effec-

tive communication with some representatives of the criminal justice

group were occurring.

As found in the majority ofjurisdictions, the most challenging com-

ponent to achieve maximize effìciency in this area is the ability to get

stakeholders to adjust their schedules when needed in exchange for
maximizing cost effectiveness. Most jurisdictions have different de-

grees of success in this area. In discussions with DAJD personnel, we

found that this appears to be the case in King County. Staff reported

thata degree of progress has been made in this area withJail Health

Services and District Court.

Some agencies have expanded the use of video court technology to

reduce the transportation to court, while others have implemented

or expanded the use of telemedicine. These technologies have up-

front costs but can generate savings in the long term. We note that

video court and telemedicine technologies are addressed in another
recommendation.

Oþerational impact: The Court Detail Division is primarily respousi-

ble for ensuring inmates are present in court and/ or for medical ser-

vices. Secondary responsibilities may include assisting facilities in a

variety of ways such as conducting security shakedowns, back-filling

posts, and assisting iu emergency response related issues. The work-
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load required of the division is significantly affected by the activities

and schedules of others, including agencies outside the DAJD. As a

result, the court detail division is primarily considered a service Pro-
vider to those entities. Their workload is determined mostly by the

number of appointments/court hearings and the times that are set by

others. The more consistent the schedules and transport-related ac-

tivities, the more efficient the division can be. Working outside the es-

tablished schedules can often lead to additional DA}D costs at a rate

that exceeds routine practice. Unfortunately for the DAJD, the

schedule is normally set by others outside the DAJD.

Financial imþ act: Court and medical transports can have a significant

expense for DAJD. These details are labor intensive and typically can

require a high ratio of staffto inmates. For 2012, DAJD indicated that

court detail represented 72,498.54 hours of correctional offìcer time.

Every 10 percent reduction in the court detail hours would represeltt

more than $65,000 in savings based on the average correctional of-

ficer overtime pay ($52.5O,/hour). The keys to fiscal efficiency in this

vrea are the ability to establish scheduling, control additional
transport activities, apply a roster management model that reflects

workload and staffing requirements, and provide suffìcient stafFrng

levels. Appropriate staffing levels on the surface aqpe r to be availa-

ble, and a staffing model is used that exceeds the quality used in most

jurisdictions. The scheduling and non-routine activities are most oÊ

ten determined by entities outside the DAJD and if this is not con-

trolled, desired effrciency levels may not be reached.

Need for further study: It has been reported that formal discussions

between key stakeholders have previously been initiated in the past,

and the interest levels as time goes on aud apPears to either be re-

focused on other areas and,/or the discussions on effìciency transport

scheduling appear to fade. This area needs to continue to be moni-

tored, the results shared with stakeholders, and formal communica-

tion channels kept active.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None.
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3.5 Administration

Recommendations to address avanety of issues in the administration

area face significant challenges to implementation. Staff training is a

major issue for the DAJD. The national standard for correctional oÊ

ficer training is 40 hours annually. DAJD offtcers receive 6 hours of
training. To bring the level of training up to the standard will cost in
excess of $1.3 million. The requirement to perform annual staff eval-

uations is a basic feature of most management systems. However, the

extremely flat organization of the DAJD, with very large spans of op-

erations to manage and control makes it difficult to impose this as an

additional requirement on already heavily burdened supervisory staff.

Many of the issues involved ir-r the cost of operations of the DAJD re-

volve around staff compensation and work rules. King County staf{

salaries and benefìts ar:e high relative to most other jurisdictions.

Mandatory break times increase the need for relief staff, The use of
comp time, in particular, contributes to high costs.

One of the biggest issues facing the DAJD is how to proceed on re-

placing its current inmate information management system, which
dates back to 1974. We are unaware of any major correctional system

operating on a technology platform that is this old. The system is diÊ

ficult to support, creates rÌumerous redundancies in entering and

managing data, and creates inefficiencies throughout the system. At
some point, the system will have to be replaced. The projected cost of
a comprehensive system replacement is $9 million to $10 million.

3.5.1 : Staff Development

Re commendations:

o Develop and provide a minimum of 24 hours of viable anuual

training for all custody stafÏ and specifically develop and pro-

vide training for ITR as a specialty assignment (2011 Adopted
Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 3).

. Develop annual evaluations of all staff, and provide supervisors

with training on the effective use of evaluations (2011 Adopted
Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso 3).

Status: Annual staff training has not been developed to provide a

minimum of 24 hours of viable trainins including specific training
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for staff assigned to the ITR, The expense of overtime backfill of staff

attending classroom training and the need to fund operatior-ral de-

mands are the primary reasons cited for not implementing this rec-

ommendation. Currently, corrections staff receives on average 6

hours of classroom training annually. This classroom training is sup-

plemented by online and on-shift training. This represents au in-

crease over prior years training levels.

Similarly the recommendation to conduct annual personnel perfor-
mance evaluations and to provide training to supervisors on the ap-

propriate method of implementing and utilizing the performance

evaluations has not been implemented.

Viability: Each of the cited recommendations appears to be appropri-

ate and viable and should be considered positive initiatives that

would contribute to a more effìcient operation when properly funded
and applied. Through the availability of sufficient resources, equip-

ment, proper prioritization, and the development of goal-oriented

policies and procedures, each of the recommendations that have not

been implemented could be attained.

Ali,gnment with best þractices: The near universal standard for cor-

rectional offrcer training requirements is 40 hours annually per oÊ

ficer, with staff in special assignments receiving somewhat more.

Civilian personnel typically receive 20 hours annually. DAJD offrcers

receive approximately 6 hours of training per year. The recommend-

ed level of training falls far short of best practice standards and actual

D{lD practices are even farther removed from acceptable levels.

Providing annual performance evaluations to staff is generally con-

sidered a required minimum standard for personnel administration

in virtually all modern organizations. Best practices generally address

the qualiry of the evaluation and methods to follow up on identified
performance issues, with the presence of a staff evaluation system a

grven.

Olterational imþact: Staff developmerÌt leads to better trained staff

and more qualifìed personnel completing required tasks. Training is

one of the most effective risk management tools available to correc-

tional administrators. Providing staff with the best available

knowledge on management expectations and how to perform their
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duties has a direct correlation to operational performance, particu-

larly in a correctional facility working environment where issues of
security and safety are omnipresent. The creation of an adequate

training program would create a need for additional staff or o\/er-

time, as it will take staff away from regular post assignments for the

equivalent of one work week per year.

The absence of personnel evaluations makes it difficult, if not impos-

sible, to document staff performance and identi$' areas of needed

improvement. The performance evaluation exists just as much to

hold supervisors accountable for managing their staff as it does for
the documentation of worker performance. Creating a system of per-

sonnel evaluation will create an additional burden on supervisory

staff. This is particularly an issue in the DAJD, which appears to have

extremely broad spans of control, with superuisors responsible for a
very large number of line staff. Implementing a conventional per-

formance evaluation system, with annual and quarterly reviews, iu
this type of organizational structure could prove problematic. This is-

sue begs the question of whether the current organizational structure

of the DAJD is conducive to effective management and control of
staff. That issue, however, is beyond the scope of this review

Fi.nancial imþact: According to DAJD staff, correctional ofñcers cur-

rently receive approximately 6 hours of training annually. In order to
reach the recognized best practice standard of 40 hours of annual

training, each officer would require 34 additional hours of training.

Assuming a roster of 504 officers, this equates to 18,144 additional

hours of training. If this time off post is built into the relief factor, this

corresponds to 12 additional offìcers. With an average FTE cost with

benefits of approximately $106 thousand, this corresponds to an ad-

ditional cost of $1.3 million.

There are no significant direct costs associated with the administra-

tion of regular performance evaluations, assuming the county or
DAJD already has the administrative framework for management of
performance evaluations. The more significal-ìt cost, as noted above,

is the intangible time required of supervisors to perform this addi-

tional duty.

Ne e d for further study; Creation of a full-scale training program and

performance evaluation system are significant initiatives which will
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require substantial investment and work by DAJD administrators. Par-

ticularly in the area of training, NIC can provide substantial assistance

ìn identi$ring a model for a training program that could meet DAJD's

operational needs. DAJD staff should also visit nearby jails with train-
ing programs to help inform their future planning.

Implementation þlan: Pending further study of personnel and train-
ing program requirements.

3.5.2: Staff Compensation and Comp Time

Recommendations: Take steps to eliminate the use of comp time and

to lower the amount of vacation, holiday, and comp time leave that

can be taken so the caps more closely match the amount of leave that

can be covered by existing staffrng levels (Performance Audit ofJail
Overtime, Report No. 2006-06, 2006).

Status: The DAJD and King County, working with the King County

Corrections Guild (KCCG) have taken steps to reduce the usage of
compensatory time off (comp time) by reducing the maximum

number of hours that may be accrued by bargainiug unit members.

According to staff interviewed, at one time there was no limit on em-

ployee accrual of leave time. A 1997-1999 agreement was provided
that indicated there was a 120 hour maximum accrual in that con-

tract. That contract also contained an exception for the first 90 days

of the contract period to permit a240 hour accrual. This indicates all

parties to agreemens had been working to reduce the maximum ac-

cruals for quite some time. Moreover, in this agreement the maxi-

mum accrual of hours was a non-replenishable total to be accrued in
ayear.

Under the current KCCG Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA),

the maximum accrual balance is limited to 82 replenishable hours.

Additionally it states that"any use of two consecutive days or more of
non-protected leave (vacation and/or compensatory time) shall re-

quire a minimum of 24 hours' notice. The implication of that state-

ment is that one day or a day and a half of vacatiotl or comp time
requires no notifi cation whatsoever.

Viability: The recommendation to lower the accrued comp time has

had a positive impact on overtime usage. Overtime per correctional

offrcer has dropped from 193 hours per correctional offrcer in 2010
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to a projected I42 hours in 2013. However, overtime for sergeants has

change little in the past three years and continues to average nearly

260 hours per year. Another factor in helping to reduce overtime for
corrections officers has been the addition of FTEs in relief positions,

which reduces reliance on overtime, provides a better mix of over-

time/FTE for operational flexibility and perhaps even efftciency

gains.

The reliance on comp time as an alternative to paying overtime has

come into disfavor in recent years as departments that have 24/7 op-

erations have learned that comp time (which is earned at time and

one half according to FLSA and bargaining agreements) costs the

same or even more than overtime when hours earned are eventually

taken. This does not typically occur in regular (B:00 to 5:00, 5-day per

week) offrce settings, where staff who work late or: on a weekend just
take time off at a later time. The requirement to pay the time and

one-half overtime premium is based on exceeding the 4O-hours per

week standard, In law enforcement and especially detention opera-

tions where work goes on 24 hours per days 7 days per week (24/7)

there is often no opportunity to "repay" hours earned quickly (within

the week) to avoid papng the one and one half time premium be-

cause there are few if any opportunities to give time off without the

need to cover a shift by another employee. In King Cour-rty not only

does the overtime premium kick in once 40 hours are worked in a

week, it kicks in after 8 hours per day. Regardless of whether overtime

is paid or comp time is earned, the rate is one-half times the regular

hourly rate.

An employee who has earned comp time may request time off, and

his or her shift will need to be covered either by staff on relief posts

or it may need to be back-filled with overtime paid to or comp time

earned by another offrcer. In this instance, the B hours worked earns

the employee 12 hours of comp time or payment of time and a half
for the 8 hours worked. If comp is taken instead of payment of over-

time, there will be an accrual of 12 hours of comp time, which can be

taken at a later date. Those 12 hours of accrued comp time earned

requires the repayrnent of 12 hours of comp time off, which could in
turn require 12 hours of overtime to be paid to another officer or oÊ

ficers to cover the shift(s) or the equivalent of 18 hours of pay. This

situation could be further exacerbated by offering even more comp

time instead of paying overtime. As noted in the CountyAuditor's re-
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port, this is not an efficient use of public resources. The County Audi-

tor correctly noted in the 2006 performance audit on jail overtime,

that because "...officer absence must be covered by someone, comp

time generates the need to cover leave in the future and this coverage

is typically worked at an overtime rate." The Auditor" concluded that

comp time is on average 50 percent more expensive that paying over-

time for the extra shift work. We agree with that conclusion.

Additionally, because staff need not give notice of using comp time
(or vacation), planning for coverage is not possible and the shifts can

seldom be covered by relief staff because they are already covering

planned time off.

As the example shows, comp time leads to more comp time and/or
eventually overtime pa¡ which is paid at a time and one half premi-

um. There are many leave time options for DA.JD staff and the county

pays for most of the leave rypes with its generous benefits program.

The following table shows just how much leave time was taken by the

approximately 540 correctional officers and sergeants it-t 2012 (as of
7/23/13 there were 498 CO and 38 sergeant positions frlled). This

figure amounts to 549 hours per: year or 67 shifs (work days) per staff

member.

Table 14. Corrections officer and Sergeant leave use hours by type for
2012

Comp time 19,673.70 9,456.44 29,130.14

Holiday 17,576.89 8,035.59 25,612.48

Vacation 53,87 4.83 27,897.70 81,772.53

Subtotal scheduled 91,125.42 45,389.73 136,515.15

Administrative 2,47 5.51 2,230.41 4,705.92

Bereavement 1 ,0i 3.08 694.45 1,707.53

Family sick 14,481 .94 3,614.86 18,096.80

Furlough repl

Guild business

Jury duty 310.46 433.01 743.47

Military 3,973.62 964.06 4,937.68

Military activate 5,465.73 3,627.48 9,O93.21

No pay 10,065.44 3,493.72 13,559.16

Sick 59,108.58 26,159.43 85,268.01
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Table 14. Corrections officer and Sergeant leave use hours by type for
2012

Subtotal unscheduled 96,894.36 41,21 7.42 138,1 1 1 .78

total 188,019.78 86,607.15 274,626.93

Comp time 1 ,934.14 2,855.54 4,789.68

Holiday 1 ,305.52 892.52 2,198.O4

Vacation 5,049.56 3,250.93 8,300.49

Subtotal scheduled 8,289.22 6,998.99 15,288.21

Administrative 3.00 3.00

Bereavement 98.O4 24.51 122.55

Family sick 705.93 169.38 875.31

Furlough repl

Cuild business

Jury duty

Military

Military activate

No pay 490.20 490.20

Sick 2,939.80 2,224.11 5,163.91

Subtotal unscheduled 4,236.97 2,418.00 6,654.97

Facility total 12,526.19 9,416.99 21,943.18

DAf D total 200,545.97 96,024.14 296,570.11

Source: DAJD Roster Management System 7/16/13

The preceding table shows the department incurred leave time of
296,570 hours in 2012. Of that 151,803 hours (51 percent) were

scheduled leave, while 144,767 hours (49 percent) was unscheduled.

Of all leave for both pay groups (COs and sergeants) 90,073 hours
(30.4 percent) was for vacation , 87,732 hours (29.6 percent) for sick

leave, 34,402 hours (11.6 percent) for comp time, and 27,8I1hours
(9.4 percent) was for holidays. Those four categories account for 81

percent of all leave taken.

Alignment with best practices: Correctional systems across the coun-

try have come to understand the detrimental effect of offering comp

time versus paFng overtime for hours that exceed regular hours in a
work period. Limiting the "maximum accrual" to 80 hour is a good

first step but does not go far enough to minimize the negative impact

comp time has on overtime costs. Because the balance may be replen-
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ished so long as it is below the cap, the benefit of limitir-rg the balance

to 80 hours is minimal. Comp time will coltinue to be earned and

taken with the r-reed for additional overtime to cover it. The use of it
should be eliminated entirely.

Operational imþact: The earning of comp time increases the total

number of scheduled and unscheduled days off available to an officer
and thereby increase the level of regular or overtime relief required

to cover their absence. Additional hours must be worked by another

officer to make up for hours not available because of the leave. In
most cases, given the staffing level and lack of relief staff, this is an

overtime offrcer. This, in turn, leads to more comp time earned or
even more overtime paid. The elimination of comp time or reducing

the maximum accrual to 20 hours would take some time to imple-

ment but could be accomplished within 12 to 18 months.

The elimination of comp time or reducing the maximum accrual to

20 hours should make planning and developing a shift relief formula
more accurate, reduce the need for staff to work so many extra hours

beyond regularly scheduled hours, and reduce overtime costs. Cor-

rectional officers are still averaging 13.3 hours per month in overtime

and sergeanß 24.5 hours in overtime, as ofJuly 2013. This means cor-

rectional officer are earning overtime on about 9 percent of their
work days and sergeants are earning overtime 15.4 percent of the

days they work.

Another aspect of high overtime usage is the detrimental long-term

effect of working excessively long hours. Law enforcement and cor-

rections officials have come to understand the negative impact that

long work hours and few days off have on their respective staffs. Staff

working in stressful environments, such asjails, needs time awayfrom

work. Working an additional two or three 8-hour extra shifts per

month can take its toll when it is done month after month. It must

be pointed out that some staff work little overtime so when overtime

averages 13 to 24 hours per month; it means some staff are working

20 to 30 hours or more extra per month. Also it must be noted that

when the extra hours worked are converted to comp time iustead of
paying overtime there are even more additional hours being worked.

Not or-rly are the overtime hours excessive compared to mostjails we

have studied, the use of leave time is high aswell. Since 2010, correc-
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tional officers have averaged 484 hours of leave time each year, or
about 40 hours per month. Sergeants have averaged 512 hours per

year over the same 3.5 year study period, or 42.7 hours per month.

So, at the same time staff are working tvvo or three days of overtime iu
a month they are takir-rg five days off on leave. As cau be seen in the

table on the preceding page, of that total leave time taken about l0
percent of it is for compensatory time or about 2,400 hours per

month; most all of which needs to be covered by staff rvorking over:

time. Besìdes compensatory time, the other types of leave time shown

in the table need to be covered either by staff assigned to relief posts

for that purpose or by staff being paid overtime.

The following table provides the same information as in the previous

table with one exception - the hours of leave time are showr on an

annual basis in the previous table, which may or may not have much

meaning to the casual reade¡ but the information is displayed as

shifts per day of leave instead of hours per year of leave. This gives

the reader a better picture of how much leave must be covered by re-

lief posts or staff working overtime each day.

Table 15, Corrections officer and Sergeant leave use by number of shifts per

for 2012d

Comp tìme

Holiday

Vacation

Subtotal scheduled

Administrative

Bereavement

Family sick

Furlough repl

Cuild business

Jury duty

Military
Military activate

No pay

Sick

Subtotal unscheduled

Facility total

6.5 B

5.88

18.02

30.47

0.83

0.34

4.84

0.1 0

1.33

1 .83
a 1a

19.77

32.40

62.88

3.16

2.69

9.33

15.18

0.7 5

0.23

1.21

0.14

0.32

1 .21

1.17

8.7 5

13.78

28.96

9.74

8.57

27.35

45.65

1.57

0.57

6.0s

0.25

1.65

3.04

4.53

28.52

46.19

9't.84

mep

rnbined,

q9
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Leave type KCCF RjC Combìnecl

Table 15. Corrections officer and Sergeant leave use by number of shifts per

for 2O12

Holiday O.44 0.30

Vacation 1.69 1.09

Subtotalscheduled 2.77 2.34

Administrative -

Bereavement 0.03 0.01

Family sick O.24 0.06

Furlough repl

Guild business

Jury duty

Military
Military activale

No pay 0.1 6

Sick 0.98 0.74

Subtotal unscheduled 1.42 0.81

Facility total 4.19 3.15

DAID total 67.07 32.11

Source: DAJD Roster Management System 7/16/13

0.7 4

2.78

5.11

0.04

0.29

0.16

1.73

2.23

7.34

99.18

As the table shows , the 296,670 hours of leave time in ayear from the

previous table means about 100 shifts per day that staff (correctional

officers and sergeants only) was off duty on leave, based on 2072 data.

We understand that some of the leave is for military, jury duty or oth-
er leave that is not really an employee benefit but a duty, but those

shifts must still be covered. To cover shifts beyond what is included in
the relief factor staffìng, requires correctional offrcers and sergeants

to work extra shifts or partial shifts. To make the point again, those

are hours worked to cover leave beyond what is covered by relief
posts and requires pa)rynent of the time and one half premium
whether the time worked is paid as overtime or accrued as comp

time.

Financial imp act: The cost of overtime to the county for DAJD opera-

tions is projected to exceed the 2013 budgeted amount by more than

$2 million (45.7 percent). Moreover, the $2 million additional cost

does not include benefits associated with that overtime amount. For
adult detention operations (M\fC and KCCF), the overtime cost is
projected to exceed to the budgeted amount by about $1 million out
of the combined $4.25 million budget, or about 23 percent. Just how
much overtime can be attributed to back filling shifs due to more
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staff off duty than anticipated (and therefore not included in the re-

lief factor) is not knowr based on available data. The elimination of
comp time would lead to a reduction in overtime paid.

We estimate the savings by completely eliminating the accrual of
comp time could exceed $1 million per year. The $1 million amount
is based.on current usage of comp time at 2,273 hours per month by

corrections officers and sergeants at both detention facilities. If the

average hourly overtime rate is $5O/hour and if only 75 percent of
comp time is covered by overtime, it would cost approximately

$1,023,000 to cover those shifts using other officers. Tlne 75 percent
of comp time covered by overtime is used as a conservative estimate

by the consulting team and is not based on any specific data provid-
ed. Again, if the employee working extra hours takes comp time ra-

ther than paid overtime, the B hours worked earns 12 hours of comp

time, which leads to 18 hours of pay or additional comp time and so

ol-ì.

The County Auditor acknowledges that the benefits part of the com-

pensation package earned by DAJD uniformed staff is so high that
the cost of overtime for the department is less expensive than hiring
new staff. So, although overtime may be less expensive than hirir-rg

more FTEs, it is still very high because of the use of compensatory

time, and it could be reduced substantially.

Need for further study; The Auditor's 2006 performance audìt ofjail
overtime confirms the detrimental impact of current compensatory

time policy. Additional study of payroll records and expenditures
would need to be done to confirm that limiting comp time balances

to 80 hours does not go far enough to reduce overtime costs associat-

ed with earning and using comp time.

Implementation plan: In future bargaining sessions between the

cour-ìty and its uniformed staff bargaining units, efforts should be

made to eliminate the use of compensatory time. The County Coun-

cil should direct the County Executive and the Office of Labor Rela-

tions to work to reduce balances (e.g., cap at 20 or 40 of non-
replenishable hours) in the next bargaining agreements for each of
the employee groups, followed by consideration of complete elimina-
tion in subsequent CBAs, should the reduction prove effective in re-

ducing accruals and not negatively impairing operatious.
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3.5.3: Collective Bargaining

Reconzmendation: Renegotiate CBAs to increase flexibility in staff as-

signments; reduce the number ofjob classifications and expand the

use of inmate labor. Evaluate inconsistencies between existing labor
agreements with the purpose of establishing more consistent recog-

nized practices between the agreements (Adult Detention Opera-

tional Master Plan, 2004, p. 198).

The premise of this recommendation is that some of the operational
inefficiencies present in DAJD operations are the result of the eleven

labor agreements, of which six apply to employees of adult detentiol
facilities. In addition to those CBAs, there are other labor agreements

for services performed within the DAJD including, in part,Jail Health
and AFIS.

The number of labor agreemerÌts increases the workload on man-

agemerìt. These labor agreements also involve personnel that work in
other agencies, including staff from other agencies that work within
the DAJD facilities. The way the agreemerìts have been developed

over time, limits DAJD's ability to control efficiency levels, negotiate

contracts, and operate the facilities.

Status: DAJD and King County have a long-standing history of sup-

porting employees' rights to collectively bargaining. The numerous
personnel leadership changes and variations in philosophical ap-

proaches to jail operations have contributed to some inconsistencies.

As a result, there are elements in various agreemerÌts that limit man-

agement's options in regards to applying more efficient practices

within the DAJD, Ongoing reviews of existing agreemerìts occur on a
regular basis, and specific issues are identified by management per-

sonnel as a point of focus. As noted above, one of the difficulties in
addressing specific language in an agreement is that agreements oÊ

ten impact staff working outside the DA.fD. Staff interviews revealed

that some of the current focus areas include employee wages; park-
ing, compensatory time, and access to meals.

Viability: Ongoing efforts appear to be in place that address specific

issues within the agreements. However, discussions with management

personnel indicate there does not appear to be a plan developed to

focus on addressing inefÍìciencies and any broad constraints resulting

from operating within the numerous labor agreements. The viability
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of achieving what would amount to signifìcant concessions from la-

bor over practices that have been negotiated and granted in the past

appears extremely limited. Moreover, the issues described in the

OMP go beyond the authority of DAJD and are more a function of
long-standing county goverrÌment labor relations policies. The rec-

ommendation to renegotiate these practices does not adequately take

int.o consicleration this context.

Alignment with best þractices: Best practices in the industry start

with having personnel assigned who understand the bargaining rela-

tionship and can develop a well prepared negotiation team to identi-

$r and address impact issues. This requires a significant amount of
staff investment in time and knowledge development. The Deputy
Director of the DAID, supported by the Director and HR personnel,
devotes a great deal of time in this area. Some largerjurisdictions will
have dedicated personnel that are assigned specifically to labor rela-

tions.

Some of the general constraints that limit management cited in the

OMP include the following:

o The contracts have different beginning and expiration dates.

This results in changes in labor practices to go into effect at diÊ

ferent times for various employees. Implementation is more
complex than if all the time frames were the same.

¡ Contract negotiations are time consuming. Having fewer con-

tracts would decrease the workload of DAJD management as

well as the expense of time away from the job for bargaining
unit employees that are involved in contract negotiations.

. Although there has been an attempt to synchronize the lan-

guage where possible throughout the six contracts, combining
the contracts would decrease the likelihood of making an error
in labor practices.

. Having job classes under different bargaining units means em-

ployees do not have reversion rights when there is a reduction
in force. In other words, if a correctional officer is "laid-off,"
he/she cannot revert to a previously held corrections techni-
cian position because the corrections technicians are in a dif-
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ferent bargaining unit. Thus, DAJD has the potential of losing
employees in which they have invested.

o DAJD's ability to influence contract negotiatiorÌs is limited in
those situations where the bulk of the employees for a particu-
lar bargaining unit are not employed by DAJD. An example is

the Construction Crafts unit, where only 4.5 percent, or 27 out
of 599 of the covered employees are employed by DAJD.

o Because jail health services are provided by a separ:ate Depart-

ment of Health, DAJD's ability to control service delivery is lim-
ited. Communication and cooperation between the two

agencies has, reportedly improved in the recent past, although
the separate labor agreements upon which DAJD has no con-

trol remains a constraint.

These types of issues are rÌot uncommon within jurisdictions with
strong labor unions and a historical commitment to collective bar-

gaining, as is the case in King County.

Management staff reported two of the areas that are currently being
addressed are eliminating compensation for employee parking and

access to free meals. These are two benefis that are rarely found in
the industry and are inconsistent with general practices within the

industry.

Oþerational imþact: The recommendation strongly encourages the

renegotiation of the CBAs with a focus on increasing flexibility in
staff assignment, reducing job classifications, increasing inmate labor
opportunities, and establishing more consistent practices between

the agreements. Some of the more specific constraints mentioned in
the OMP which may have an impact on operational efficiency in-
clude the following:

. Officers are required to be given two l5-minute rest periods,

inclusive of travel time, and a 30-minute meal break per shift.

These breaks are at the employer's expense due to the fact that
employees must remain available for duty, Consequently, DAJD

must provide relief personnel during three different times to
each officer assigned to a dedicated or continuous post during
each shift. Staff assigned to an intermittent post do not require
meal/break relief personnel.
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o The Human Resources Division, assisted by DAJD, negotiates

for wages. Wage negotiations mean that DAJD cannot fully
predict future costs and that wage increases are different under
the various corltracts.

. The variety of CBAs means that some of the bargaining unit
groups are small, which creates an ineffrcient business model.
This is particularly true when backfilling for absences. An ex-

ample is the corrections technicians versus correctional offìc-

ers, The corrections technicians are a small group that requires

the use of overtime in order to maintain their staffing levels.

This is in contrast to the relief pool within the correctional oÊ

ficers that can be used to backfill for absences without the use

of overtime. Another example is correctional offrcers and clas-

sification staff. At one time, officers completed classification

work. Now that the classification staff is in a separate bargain-

ing unit, offrcers no longer do this work. Again, the need for
overtime arises when classification staff members are absent.

o Article 18 of the Corrections Guild indicates that the CBA con-

stitutes the whole and entire agreement between the parties.

Howeve¡ there are a number of memorandums of understand-
ing (MOUs) that have never been incorporated. \44ren a new

CBA is negotiated, the MOUs are simply reprinted with a new

date. This means that one must be aware of all the MOUs as

well as the contract language. Incorporating the MOUs into
the new contract reduces the complexity of the agreement and

implies a whole and entire agreement.

o At one time, many of the routine maintenance functions such

as cleaning and painting at KCCF were performed by inmates.

These functions are now being performed by trades workers.

This reportedly results in increased costs (not only in terms of
trades worker wages, but trades workers must be escorted by

correctional officers), decreased sanitation, and increased in-
mate idleness. One solution is to have a vocational program
similar to the one at the MRJC where a community college

provides a janitorial training program for inmates. Although a

pìlot program is being discussed, the funding is temporary and

there are a couple of potential labor constraints. First, trades

workers may be displaced and correctional offtcer escorts

would no longer be required.
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o The chain of command does not include lieutenants. Captarns

run the three shifts and various program areas such as court
detail at KCCF and ITR at the M\lC. This is reportedly a result
of legal action when the current KCCF building opened. The
lieutenants successfully argued to a superior court judge that
they were performing captain duties, and all lieutenants were

upgraded, including the shift commanders. The result is in-
creased cost.

Finøncial impact: The hypothetical fiscal impact of achieving signifi-
carìt corìcessions in the collective bargaining process is dependent
upon which inefficiencies are addressed, the extent to which the

identified issues are addressed, and how they are addressed. The cost

savings can be significant in a number of different areas; however,

they cannot be determined until a plan has been developed and spe-

cific areas of focus are identifìed. Moreover, the likelihood of achiev-

irg significant concessions from labor without corresponding
increased costs in other areas as part of the bargaining process is ex-

tremely unlikely.

Need for further stud,yr Further study by DA|D and the Office of La-

bor Relationships should be given to prioritizing those specifìc opera-

tional policies, currently governed by CBA, that hold the greatest

realistic potential to provide achievable efficiencies.

Im þ le m e ntatio n þ lan : None

3.5.4: Revenues

Re com.mendations

¡ Consider alternative fee-setting strategies to help mitigate fi-
nancial stress on the county's criminal justice system and re-

duce costs (Jail Operations and Performance Audit, 2010, page

34).

. Raise rates charged to the State Department of Corrections;
make full use of capacity to achieve economies of scale and

lower operating costs (Jail Operations and Performance Audit,
2010, page 17).

. The County Executive will notify County Council of any chang-

es requested or initiated to change agreements between the
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state Department of Corrections and DAJD contracts (2012

Adopted Budget, Ordinance 17232, Section 48, Proviso 2).

Status: The recommended use of alternative fee-setting strategies has

been implemented, as evidenced by the county's successful long-term
contract with the City of Seattle. Similarly, the terms of the proviso

requiring the County Executive notify the County Council of rate

changes in the DOC contract has also been implemented. The audi-

tor's recommendation to raise rates has not been implemented.

The 2013 DAJD budget projects 2013 revenue to be $19.9 million.
The sources of revenue include contracts with local agencies, the
state, and federal agencies. In addition to contracting of is facilities'
beds to be used by inmates of other jurisdictions, the department re-

ceives funds from federal grants and entitlement programs and for
fees earned by work crews.

The department has entered into a long-term contract with City of
Seattle through 2030. This contract accounts for 57.7 percent of
DAJD contract revenue, according to the adopted 2013 budget. The
next largest portion of contract bed revenue (28.1 percent) is derived

from the State of Washington Department of Corrections (DOC).
The DOC uses King County detention beds for housing of parole vio-

lators. DAJD and DOC are currently negotiating per diem rates and

are exploring two other contracting opportunities.

The rates charged by DAJD for jail services depend on the level of
serwice provided. Basically, there is the charge to book an inmate, dai-

ly maintenance (room and board), and higher rates or surcharges for
the infirmary or psych unit housing. Rates charged to the DOC have

historically been lower than rates charged to cities. This is typical in
other systems because there are generally lower costs associated with
DOC inmates. There is generally much less processing involved to in-
take and release a DOC inmate, and inmates with major medical
problems are sent back to DOC and they are not having to be trans-

ported to court.

Recent legislation contained in Senate Bill 5034 offers opportunities
for additional contracting of bed capacity and sets maximum daily
rates. Offenders who violate the terms of their community supervi-

sion will continue to be subject to a rate not to exceed $85 per day,
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while one new program offers 
^ 

rate not to exceed $70 per day and

another, rìot to exceed $65 per day. One opportunity is to house

short-term offenders within 120 days of release who would otherwise

be transferred to a state facility, which should result in lower costs for
the state and income for the jail. The other opportunity allows the

state to contract with jails for the provision of housing, healthcare,

and programming for 300 minimum or medium security offenders.

Obviously, these inmates could move from one category and rate to
another overnight, which will present challenges for the administra-

tive units of the department to ensure proper accounting and billing;
but with adequate time to plan and develop strategies, especially with
their long outdated jail management system, the department should

be prepared for this challenge. These rates are even lower than other
contract rates; but because of the need to cover the marginal costs of
additional inmates, they should be considered as viable options. In
this case, there would be no negotiation as rates arê established in
state law. But as long as rates cover marginal costs, they should result

in a positive contribution margin for the county.

Viability: Alternative fee-setting strategies are viable, have been im-

plemented, and contribute to frlling excess bed capacity in the county
system. By not having to consider full cost recovery, the county can

negotiate rates with potential customers and provide competitive
rates that will make the county an attractive partner for the housing
of inmates. If the county were not able to price its service offerings
below full cost, it may not be able to fill its beds and will have even

less funding to cover its costs.

In the past 20 years) King County has experienced a fragmentation of
the secure detention system. Due to rising prices, cities moved their
misdemeanants to lower priced jail space in other counties. At the

same time, forecasts indicated that the coultty would rurÌ out of se-

cure space within a decade. As a result, certain cities banded together
to build a multicity misdemeanor jail to meet their needs (SCORE).

However, in the last four years, there has been a decrease in popula-
tion, and as a result, King County, SCORE and other local deten-

tions/corrections facilities all have excess capacity. Excess capacity of
bed space is not a unique situation in King County or the state of
Washington. Public and private corrections systems across the coun-

try are dealing with the same issues. It is a buyers' market. By working
together to put inmates in the most appropriate settings consistent
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with their needs, the providers' strengths, and the geographic loca-

tion, agencies can help minimize costs to all taxpayers. But in order
to achieve the maximum efficiency, r^te setting will need to be based

on a market approach.

Recent legislation offers the DOC additional opportunities to cor-ì-

tract with local jurisdictions for two programs. By reaching an agree-

ment with the DOC, the county may further reduce its excess capacity

while fully recovering marginal costs (variable costs and contributing
to other costs of operations). Again, this amount will be less than full
cost recovery but will provide a significant contribution toward fixed
costs. Each bed Frlled with inmates under contract marginally in-
creases costs wþile reducing the unit cost per inmate.

The auditor's r:ecommendation to use full cost as the method to de-

termine contract rates (full cost recovery) is diffrcult to implement
and is not viable in a competitive environment. Full cost recovery is

more qpically used in a regulated environment where rates are set or
approved by a regulatory agency to cover costs and, in the case offor-
profit entities, profit. A better strategy is a negotiated process that en-

sures variable costs are fully recovered; any amount beyond that pro-
vides a positive contribution margin to cover other costs, which are

fixed and do not vary proportionally with the inmate populations.

Housing of inmates in the state of Washington, like in many other
states that have excess bed capacity at both state and local levels, is

very competitive. When supply goes up, prices will go down. By up-

proaching rate setting with a business strategy rather than a mindset
of full cost recovery, the county will fare better in the future. Recent

negotiations with the city of Seattle and the creation of a long-term
contract are examples of how this strategy works and should prove

beneficial to both parties. The points raised in the recommendation
that the county should strive to reduce its jail operation costs in a re-

sponsible manner and achieve efficiencies thorough economies of
scale are valid. But the argument that if the counly c n achieve those

goals, it can achieve contracting rates that are competitive with other
jurisdictions has little merit. The full costs of operation should have

no bearing (other than covering the marginal cost of an additional
inmate) on rate setting. Rate setting should be based on negotiating
the best deal given the circumstances of the marketplace, the de-

partment, and its potential customer(s).
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Alignment with best þractices: The flexibility to negotiate without re-

gard to full cost recovery is a recognized best practice in a competi-
tive market for correctional bed space. By negotiating a price(s)
somewhere between what is only covering variable costs and covering

all costs, each participant in a negotiation can achieve some level of
financial benefit. For the county contracting out excess capacit¡ this

arrangement provides a positive benefit so long as the variable costs

of housing inmates are covered. Margins beyond that provide recov-

ery of fixed costs so all amounts above the variable cost associated

with one inmate are a benefit to the department. By having the ability
to negotiate with potential customers, the county can cover its varia-

ble costs and have margin to contribute to recovery of fixed costs.

How much margin will depend on the negotiations and what alterna-

tives potential customers may have.

The forethought into not requiring full cost recovery makes sense

since every contract should be considered, not by whether it fully re-

covers costs, but by how much it contributes to the fixed costs while
covering its variable costs. We do agree with the auditor's other rec-

ommendation to strive to reduce costs. Reducing costs will help im-
prove margins and can lead to lower rates.

Oþerational imþact: Filing empty beds with DOC and other contract
inmates will add only marginal costs (variable costs such as food,
clothing and linen maintenance, medicine, and medical costs). At a

certain point, additional staff will be needed once beds are filled to
the extent that closed housing units would need to be reopened if
the demand was sufficient, of if decisions are made to double bunk
inmates in certain housing units, or if security and safety concerns

arise. Additional staffing needs are not direct variable costs but rather
step-variable costs that will increase based on reaching different levels

of activity. Thus, even though a standard or a benchmark target may

exist-for example one that says we should on average have a I to 4
or a 1 to 6 ratio of offrcers to inmates in ajail or in a housing unit of a
specific tFpe- it does not require the hiring of an officer for each

additional 4 or 6 inmates. But when the population grows by several

dozen over a few months and then stays at that level, or when a con-

tract is negotiated with the state or localjurisdiction for an expected

100 additional inmates, the jail needs to consider increasing its stafÊ

ing by an appropriate number and those estimated costs should be

considered as part of the variable costs for that contract.
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Financial imþact: By covering variable housing costs, any margin
above that will contribute revenue to reducing the amount of DAJD

costs that are taxpayer funded. As population increases beyond what
can be safely housed within existing idle cells and dorms, hiring addi-

tional staffneeds to be considered.

Ne e d fo r furthe r stud.y.' Further study is not needed. DAJD and its le-

gal representatives can negotiate contracts to bring in additional rev-

enue for the county and reduce taxpayer sourced funding.

Imþlementation þlan: The county should continue to negotiate colì-
tracts based on covering variable costs and providing an acceptable

contribution margin toward covering other costs. This will require an

understanding of its costs to better prepare the D,{D ar-rd the county
legal staff to negotiate rates and to more fully understand how takir-rg

or leaving a rate, such as the ones established for the DOC by the

state legislature, could impact overall costs, cost per inmate, ADP, and
other key performance metrics.

3.5.5: Technology

Re commendations

. DAJD should acquire a fully integratedjail management system

(2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso

s3).

o Install additional recording cameras in the ITR and the vehicle
sally port. lJse care in areas where female inmates may be in
various states of undress. Do not consider cameras for replac-
ing direct supervision (2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance
16984, Section 48, Proviso 3).

o Investigate the use of video visitation within the jail system

(2011 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 16984, Section 48, Proviso

3).

¡ Create video court at KCCF (Operations Master Plan,2004, p
151).

. Support technology projects that lrr:'ay improve and streamline
operations (Operations Master Plan,2004, p. 151).
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Status: The recommendations on installation of recording cameras in
the ITR and the vehicle sally port have been implemented. Addition-
al security cameras and monitors have been installed in both the ITR
and the vehicle sally port to enhance and support staff initiated secu-

rity inspections in those areas. The recommendation on installation
of a video visitation system is in the process of implementation. Im-
plementation of a full video court system to reduce inmate move-

ment at the KCCF requires working closely with courts to address

their issues with a technology alternative to personal appearances in
court. \Mhile the DAJD supports use of video court hearings, the

courts' movement toward adoption of technology in this area has

been cautious and deliberative. Both parties continue to meet and

explore potential use of video courts that meet the courts' needs

while reducing the court detaìl staffing requirement on the part of
the DAJD.

The primary technology issue facing the D{fD is the need to replace

its current inmate management system, with a modern, integrated jail
information marìagement system. The current system was developed
in 1974, runs on mainframe technology, and is based on an obsolete
file structure and programming language. The current system is

functìonal, but requires duplicative manual entry of required inmate-
related information, is not capable of merging data, and in many cir-

cumstances requires two to three times the amount of time to enter,

retrieve, and review data necessary to make informed decisions. Sup-

porting this system is a major challenge for technology staff assigned

to DAJD.

Viability: The primary challenge to the viability of acquiring a new
jail management system is the level of investment required. IT staff
estimate the full cost for a replacement system at $B-$9 million. Given

the current financial conditions facing the county, this level of cost

substantially lowers the viability of implementing the recommenda-

tion.

Alignment with best prattices: The cost of new information systems

and the commitment to reengineer work processes to take advantage

of technology to achieve greater efficiency and effectiveness are ma-

jor challenges for all correctional agencies. The challenges faced by

DAJD in moving forward with replacement of its current antiquated
system are consistentwith the experience of manysystems around the
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country. DAJD is fortunate to have an excellent IT support staff that

has kept the current system functional and managed to make ongo-

ing improvements technological support for the agency despite a lack

of resources. That said, reliance on a l'974 technology platform to
support key operational processes is a far departure from best prac-

tices.

Oþerational imþact: DAID/KCIT IT staff, working closely with DAJD

subject matter experts, have ìdentified 2,230 opportunities for opera-

tional effrciencies that can be attained with a new jail management

system. The use of an integratedjail management system will provide

valuable information on a readily available basis to all approved par-

ties. The ability to eliminate redundant data entry in the booking
process will open the way to reengineering intake and booking pro-

cesses to achieve substantially g'reatet: efficiencies. Improved report-

ing on key operational performance metrics will be available. Overall

system stability will be improved, dimir-rishing current support re-

quirements.

Financial imþart: IT has received authorization to hire additional
stafT to begin planning for acquisition of a new information man-

agement system. A significant amount of work will go into research

on the development of the RFP and examination of alternatives

available in the procurement process prìor to the county committing
to a project. Given the projected cost of a comprehensive system, the

DAJD should consider breaking up acquisition of the system into
smaller modules. This strategy has drawbacks. It will likely extend the

amount of time required to achieve a comprehensive system and cost

more in the long run than single acquisition of a comprehensive sys-

tem. The implementation of a major system in discrete modules will
require interim operation of parallel systems that will need to com-

municate and share data for some period of time, vastly complicating

system support issues. However, given resource availability issues in
the county, breaking up the acquisition into smaller, more affordable

packages to achieve affordability is worth serious consideration.

Nee d for further study: DAJD IT staff should continue to study poten-

tial management information system requirements and specifica-

tions, as well as alternative approaches to procurement, as discussed

above. If consideration is given to breaking up acquisition of the sys-

tem into modules, DAJD should give serious consideration to the Pri-
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oritization of module implementation and the associated operational
and support issues.

Imþlementation þlan: Pending a decision on if, how, and when to
move for-ward on acquisition of an inmate marÌagement information
system.

3.5.6: Financial Management

Recommendations: Develop a consolidated financial, strategic, and

business plan for adult detention that addresses, identifies, and eval-

uates:

. Optimal use of countyjail capacity,

. Options for reducingjail operating costs,

Consider other potential cost-savings opportunities and strategies

that may be suggested by jail management and staff (Jail Planning
and Performance Audit, 2010).

Status: In implementing this recommendation, the DAJD with sup-

port from the county's Office of Performance, Strategy and Budget
(PSB) created a working group to approach the recommendation in
a strategic decision-making methodology in conformity with other
county PSB initiatives that involve thinking differently about what a

department does, who its customers are, and what its products and

desired outcomes are. This Line of Business (LoB) approach to

planning and budgeting is new but is a logical follow-up to principles
established in the Lean management approach to strategic decision

making and to finding ways for continuous improvement and becom-

ing more effrcient with taxpayer and other funds used by governmen-

tal agencies.

As a result, the functions of adult secure detention were disaggregat-

ed from the department as a whole to look at them as a lìne of busi-

ness that revolved around facility and inmate security, inmate health,
and inmate identification. This is a new, collaborative approach to

planning. It involves developing a lO-year multi-agency plan (and

budget) that, for this line of business, includes functions performed
by the Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention (DAJD), Jail
Health Services (JHS), and King County's Sheriff's Offrce (KCSO)

Automated Fingerprint Identification Services Unit (AFIS).
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Among the goals of the unit is to produce a roadmap document with
the following componerìts:

¡ Strategic context that ir-rcludes a value stream map of business

processes, identifies key products and customers, and identifìes
key issues affecting the line of business.

. Baseline capacity forecast that projects demand for key prod-
ucts assesses production capacity and forecasts costs for the

LOB.

o Problem identification that identifìes those key questions that
need answers.

o Alternative analysis section that identifies possible alternatives

in response to key questions.

o Recommendations and budgets for alternatives that help in-
form the budgeting process.

The working group quickly developed a draft charter that is to be

adopted by the end of the third quarter of this year. A core team of
staff, from the three LoB agencies and PSB, have been working to-

gether since January of 2013. The group has met regularþ with LoB
leaders throughout the process and has had three formal decision-

making sessions with Executive leadership since the start of the year.

The Line of Business Plan will be transmitted with the Executive Pro-

posed budget in September. The Line of Business Plan will include
re commendations for lon ger-ran ge strate gic options for j ail planning
and provide the basis for the 2014 budget submittal.

Viability: As the initiative gair-rs traction with these and other de-

partments, the new planning and budgeting approach could lead to
the resolution of many of the challenges facing the DAJD and the

county, including the ones raised by the auditor's 2010 report on jail
planning and operations, but it will likely be a long-term solution.

Alignment with best þractices: The Line of Business approach to
long-term strategic planning is relatively new to government opera-

tions with roots in the manufacturing sector. We are unaware of any

best practices to point to of successful implementation in the crimi-
nal justice sector of government. However, there are numerous suc-

cess stories that show how government agencies have adopted
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strategic, corltinuous process improvement, performance maltage-

ment initiatives that have resulted in positive outcomes. We anticipate
this could have similar positive results. Nevertheless, the long-term
nature of this approach is a concern. The track record of government
agencies sustaining multi-year operational planning initiatives is not
good.

Oþerational imþact: The operational impact will depend on recom-

mendations made and how each of the departments is able to im-

plement them within their organization.

Financial imþact: The fiscal impact cannot be determined at this

time; however, this approach is not expected to cost more than cur-

rent practices and hopefully less.

Ne e d, for further study: This is a long-term approach to immediate is-

sues facing the DAJD. So, as acceptable solutions are agreed upon,
they should be rolled out and implemented.

Imþlementation þlan: Given the nature of government, with new

elections every few years, long-term initiatives cau go off track as

stakeholders grow impatient, as budget cycles impact resources, and

as elected offìcials and department heads change every few years. Ini-
tiatives such as this require a strong champion to help stay the course,

IGng County has that now at several levels with a strong County Exec-

utive, Deputy County Executive, and respected, knowledgeable, and

equally strorìg department heads that will be charged with carrying
out the implementation strategies as they come forth. Nevertheless,

with the extended time frame comes risk.
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Section 4: Conclusion

The following matrix summarizes CNA's analysis of past recommen-
dations to improve the efficiency of the DAJD over the last ten years.

We have designated the status of the recommendation (whether it
has been completed); its viability; whether it conforms to recognized
best practices in jail management and operations; whether the opera-
tional and financial impact of the recommendation has been or will
be beneficial; whether further study is required; and whether an im-
plementation plan is necessary at this time.

The source of the recommendatìons cited below are the 2004 Opera-
tions Master Plan, designated as "OMP;" the Performance Audit of
Jail Overtime, Report No. 2006-06, designated as "OT Audit;" theJail
Planning and Operations Performance Audit, designated as 'JPOPA;"

and the various provisos and proviso responses identifred by the
number andyear of the proviso.
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Table I6. Recommendations matrix

Staffing models - developing staffing standards for the OMP p

198
Comp Yes Yes Beneflcial Beneficial Re-

validate
NA

rtment's facìlities

Complete further development and evaluation of the
OFM with the objective of using it for its 2008 oper-

OT Audit Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial Re-

validate
NA

bu

Alternative Staffing at KCCF

Reduce KCCF floor control staffing on 3rd shift after
ISP

Third Shift Floor Control at KCCF

2011 P1

Examine alternative ways for covering activity/relief
needs for units that are double-bunked at the MRJC

Evaluation of possible alternative staffing patterns
when MRJC is double-celled

OMP p.
132;2011
P.t

Under
revrew

OMP p.
110;2011
P3

OMP p
198

No

Visual
contact
w/wing
officers
lost

OMP p. Not
132;201 1 Comp
P1 &P2

Yes No Mixed

Reduced
staffing

Reduced
staffing

NA

NA NA

Current
staff pattern
appropnate

Unknown Post

analysls
required

Beneficial Yes

Beneficial No

NA No

Under Yes

revtew

NA

Pilot
study

Pilot
Study

NA

NA

Yes No

Comp Yes Yes

Comp Yes Yes

Comp Yes Yes

No NA

Change method for adding activity officers at MRJC JPOPA p. Comp Yes Yes

25; 2O11
P1 &P2

Consider using non-detention staff to perform clerical 2O11 P3

tasks associated with the booking process

NA NA No NA

None No
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Table 16. Recommendations matrix

Staffing Alternatives at KCCF and MRJC

lncrease double bunking at MRJC and review staffing
plan to achieve economles of scale

Double bunk MRJC Units to 180"/" of Single Cell Ca-
paciÇ

lncrease Hammer Capacity of KCCF

Expand the Regional Justice Center

Replace the KCCF

Changes to the First Floor of the West Wing

Remodel KCCF for Direct Supervision

Use the West Wing for Work Release

Preparing capital cost estimates for the more promis-
inq options identified in the OMP
*Optimal use of county jail capacity

*Partnering with cities in King County in pursuit of
ensuring adequate and affordable regional jail capac-
ity, with shared risks and a fair sharing of costs

2011 P1 Par-

rially
Comp

3,2 Cào,ácitu mânâsemerit

2011 P1 & Comp Yes Yes

P2

OMP p.
1O9;2O11
P3

Comp Yes Yes NA

Yes Mixed Mlxed Unknown Post NA
analysis
required

OMP p.

163

OMP p.
174

OMP p.
177

OMP p.
12O;2O11
P1

OMP p
123

OMP p
.l81

OMP p
198

JPOPA

2011 P2

Not
Comp

Not
Comp

Not
Comp

Comp Yes Yes

No No

No No

No Yes

No No

Yes No

Yes Yes

No NA

No NANA

NA NA

NA

NA NA

NA

NA

Not Benefi-
cial

No NA

NA

Beneflclal Beneficial Yes NA

NA No NA

Yes NA

NA No NA

NA No NA

Not Ben- No
eficial

Not
Comp

Not
Comp

Not
Comp

Ongo- Yes

tng

Ongo- Yes

rng

Yes Beneficial Unknown Yes NA

Yes Beneficial Beneficial Yes NA
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Table 16. Recommendations matrix

The King County Council, in collaboration with the
Executive, should consider assigning adult detention
population forecast responsibilities to an entiÇ, such
as the Economic Forecast Council, that can provide
independent, timely and transparent forecasts that are
reliable and can be used to inform and support:

Close housing units and/or contract to fill beds during
population decline

Real istic population forecast

Change double-bunking policy at RJC

Build up to four new housing units at RJC when
needed in the future

Re-evaluate use of MRJC and/or close MRJC

Raise capacity limits

Use population forecasting model & report

Population forecasting model & report

Assess optimal use of secure detention capacity, in-
cluding examples of the most cost effective staffing
models for secure housing units

2011 P2 Not Yes No NA Yes Yes

Comp

JPOPA p. Comp Yes Yes

5

Beneficial Beneficial No No

2011 P2 Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial Yes Yes

JPOPA p.
24

Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No NA

JPoPA p.
21 ,22

No No

No No

No No

NA

NA NA

Not Benefi- NA
cial

Not Benefi- NA
cial

No NA

JPOPA
p.30

JPOPA
p.25

Not
Comp

Not
Comp

Not
Comp

No NA

No NA

Provide examples of how other similarly situated ju- 2O11 P2

risdictions address declines or increases rn secure
detention population

DOC I nter-local Agreement 2012 P2

Population Reporting

2011 P5 Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No No

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Yes Beneficial Beneficial No No

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Yes Beneficial Unknown No No

2011 P4 Comp Yes Yes

2O11 P2; Comp Yes Yes

JPOPA

Ongo- Yes

tng

2012 P1 Comp Yes Yes

Ongo- Yes

tng

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No No

lnter-agency review of criminal case processing OMP p
198
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Table 16. Recommendations matrix

lntake, Transfer, and Release Remodel

Consolidated Booking

Retain booking at the MRJC but reduce hours of op-
eratron

lncrease the frequency of inmate safety checks In ITR

to 15 minutes. Document the exact times of checks
and have supervisory review documented as well.
Consider a technology solution to documentatlon.

The King County Council should consider requesting
the executive to commission an independent analysis
and business process mapping study of DA.ID's in-
take, transfer and release workload that:

Booking could continue w/ a reduction in hours and
a reconfiguration of staffing.

Streamline operations in other areas, such as ITR JPOPA p. Comp Yes Yes

30; 201 1

P3

2011 P6; Comp Yes Yes

OMB
p.198

Review County's secure detention classification sys- 2011 P2 Comp Yes Yes

tem, comparing it to other jurisdictions and national
best practices

ITR Remodel OMP 1 16; Comp Yes Yes

JPOPA
p.30;2011
P2

3.4 Operations & Programs

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Not Benefi- Beneficial No No
cial

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Yes Beneficial Beneficial No Yes

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Beneflclal Beneficial No No

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Beneficlal Beneficial No No

Comp Yes Yes

OMP p
167 Comp

OMP p
199

2011 P3

Not Yes No

Comp Yes Yes

Partial Yes

Comp

See 201 1

P3

Comp Yes Yes
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Table 16. Recommendations matrix

Develop an emergency response team at each facili- 2011 P3

ty; provide the team special training and equipment

lnstall self-contained breathing apparatuses (SCBA) in 2011 P3

sets of two at both facilities. Assign a safety officer to
conduct annual staff training and maintain the SCBAs
in working order.

lmplement Lean event for psych services array 2012 P3

Women in Detention OMP p
193

Yes Beneficial Beneficial No

Yes Beneficial $18s,000 No
cost

Comp

Not
Comp

Ongo- Yes

rn8

Partial Yes

Comp

Comp

Not Yes Yes Beneficial

Beneficial

Not Benefi-
cial

$102,000 No
cost

$21 ,s00 No
cost

Not Ben- No
eficial

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

No

YesAppoint a management level person to maintain the
policies and procedures. Allpolicies reviewed and
revised annually. Develop a shoft daily program to
review a different policy each day.

Food Service Alternatives - Contract

Food Service Alternative - Cook/Chill System

201 1 P3

OMP p
127

OMP p
127

Not Yes No Not Benefi- Unknown No No
cial

No
Comp

Court Detail - Explore lnteragency Process lmprove- OMP p

170
Ongo- Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No Ongoing

Not Yes No

ments to lncrease Court Detail Efficien

Develop and provide a minimum of 24 hours of via-
ble annual training for all custody staff. Specifically
develop and provide training for ITR as a specialry
assrgnment.

Develop annual evaluations of all staff, and provide 201'l P3

supervisors with training on implementing and utiliz-
ing the evaluations

2011 P3

tn

Not Yes Yes Beneficial $1.3 mil- Yes

lion
Yes

Comp

Not
Comp

Yes Yes Beneficial None No Yes
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Table 16. Recommendations matrix

Consider a renegotiation of collective bargaining
agreements to include: options for reducing jail oper-
ating costs, including the possibility of using RJC for
other purposes.

The King County Executive should develop a consol-
idated financial, strategic and business plan for adult
detention that addresses, identifies and evaluates al-
ternative fee-setting strateg¡es for jail services aimed
at enhancing revenues in order to mitigate the finan-
cial stress on the criminal justice agencies in the
Countv's public safetv svstem

lnstall additional recording cameras in ITR and the 2011 P3

vehicle sally. Use care in areas where female inmates
may be various states of undress. Do not consider
cameras for replacing direct supervision of inmates.

lnvestigate the use of video visitation within the jail
system.

Take steps to eliminate the use of comp time and to
lower the amount of vacation, holiday and comp
time leave that can be taken so the caps more closely
match the amount of leave that can be covered by
existi ns staffins levels

Technology development

Technology - Create Video Court at KCCF

DAJD should acquire a fully integrated jail manage-
ment system.

2011 P2 Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No Ongoing

Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No No

Yes Beneficial Beneficial Yes NA

Beneficial Unknown Yes NA

Beneficial Beneficial No No

Ongo- Yes Yes Beneficial Mixed

OT Audif
2006

Partial
Comp

Un-
known

OMP p

198

OMP p

151

2011 P3

Comp

tnq

Ongo- Yes

tng

Not
Comp

Yes Yes Beneficial Yes NA

Not No No

2011 P3; Comp Yes Yes

OMP p.
151

OMP p
151

Ongo-
tnq

Unknown Ongo-
tng

$9-1 o
million
cost

Yes Beneficial

No

No
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Table 16. Recommendations matrix

The King County Executive should develop a consol- 2011 P2

idated financial, strategic and business plan for adult
detention that addresses, identifies and evaluates po-
tential cost-savings opportunities identified by the
report and cost-saving strategies that may be suggest-
ed by jail management and staff

Raise rates charged to DOC JPoPA p.
7

The King County Executive should develop a consol-
idated financial, strategic and business plan for adult
detention that addresses, identifies and evaluates

Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No Ongoing

Comp

JPOPA p. Comp Yes Yes

23

None Unknown Yes NA

Beneficial Beneficial No Ongoing

Not No No

methods to lower costs

The King County Executive should develop a consol- P2: pg.6
idated financial, strategic and business plan for adult
detention that provides examples of how other juris-
dictions have successfully reduced jail operating
costs

The King County Executive should develop a consol- 2011 P2 Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No No
idated financial, strategic and business plan for adult
detention that provide examples of alternative fee-
setting strategies for contract jail services

Comp Yes Yes Beneficial Beneficial No No
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